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ABSTRACT 
Religious Activity and Time Use 
of 149 Utah Hus bands 
by 
Gayleen Wayman Thalman, Master of Science 
Utah State Un iversity, 1982 
najor Professor : Jane 11cCull ouUh 
DcpartnE nt : Home Econ omics and Consuner Education 
The purpos e of t his study wa s to analyze 149 Utah L.D .S. husb and / 
fathel's ' tirhe spent in various activities by their level of rel i gious 
activity, and to re late their organization part i cipat i on tirre to theil' 
household work time. Data for this study came f rom the Utah port ion 
of t he "I nterstate Comparison of Urban /Ru l'a1 Families' Time Use" Thi s 
study used a sub-sample of the ori ginal Utah samp le. Data used were 
co llected through church affiliat i on and ac tivity questionnaires and 
t ime diaries . 
Level of re l i gious act ivity in the L.D.S. Church was considered 
along with husbands' ti me allocated to organization participation, 
soc ia l and recreational act ivi t ie s , and hous ehold work. Household 
work t as ks included food preparation, di shwashing, housecleanin g , 
ma intenan ce of horne, yard, car and pet.s , physical care of hous ehold 
nEmbers , and non - physica"1 ca re of household rnembers . Statistical 
i x 
tests used were analysis of variance, corre l at ion and mul t i ple 
reg ress i on analysis. 
Findings revealed that level of rellgious activity did not 
signifi cant l y affect the ti me respondents allocated to either house-
hold vlork or to social and recredtional act ivitie s. It did sign ifi-
cant ly affect their organization pa rtici pat i on t i nE . The more act i ve 
respondents were in the L. D.S. Church, the more time they allocated 
to organization participation. 
Organization pa r tic i pation time significantly affected the t i me 
respondents allocated to maintena nc e of home, yard, car a nd pets, and 
to all household work . As organizat ion part i c i pation time decreased, 
time in these t'·1Q at·eas s i gnif·icantly in crease ci. 
Variations in husbands ' househo ld work time vlere not significantly 
expla ined by any of the following variables : age of younger c hi ld, 
level of relig i ous activity , hours of wife's paid employment , hours of 
husband's paid emp l oyment, husband's social a nd recreational time , 
husband's organization partic ipa tion time, a nnual house hol d income , 
rural or urban res idence , or whether husband ' s house hold task per -
formance time was rneasul"ed on a weekend day or a vJeekday. 
(116 pages ) 
IrITRODUCTI ON 
Statement of the Problem 
Hook and Paolucc i (1970, p. 316) define the family as "a 
corporate unit of interacting and interdependent personalities who 
have a comlllon theme and goals, have a commitment over time and share 
resources and living space." Ideally , the purpose of a famil y is to 
prov i de a positive and nurturing environment for its nembers , while 
shar in g resources and living space (Osborne, 1979). 
In order fo r families to functio n, certai n household tasks must 
be accomplished . Traditionally, task allocation has been determi ned 
by sex, vlith wives assuming the major responsibility for tasks 
pe r formed within the household, and husbands performing tasks outside 
the household. Although some authors have suggested a "na tural" 
division of labor by sex (Pal'sons & Bales, 1955; Tavr is & Offir , 1977), 
anthropologists have disputed these arguments by observing sex role 
variat ions in cultures around the vlorld (Fried l, 1975; Hammond & 
JablOlv, 1976; Weitzman, 1979). 
Traditiona l sex role socialization in this country has been 
influenced by economic conditions and social customs (Tilly & Scott, 
1978). Social ization is a powerful determinant of an indiv i dual's 
ideas about sex roles and fee lings of sel f-worth in a society 
(Angri s t, 1969). 
Currently, young men and women in America are socialized for 
sex-appropriate behaviors (Aneshensel & Rosen, 1980). Women grow up 
expecti ng to perform the majority of household and childcare tasks; 
while men expect to spend the majo rity of their time in the provider 
role (Tognoli, 1979). 
Researchers have consistently found that \vomen spend more time 
in household and childcare task perfOl"manCe than do men (Vanek, 1974; 
Walker & Woods, 1976; Sanik, 1979). Some studies have attempted to 
determin e what influences the alT"()unt of time a husband spends in 
act ivi ties other than paid employment (Holmstrom, 1972; Nickols & 
Mctzen, 1978; Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978). It has been generally 
concl uded that values and expectat ions are probable related f actors . 
Pleck (1977) suggests that if husbands are to assume more respo n-
sib ility for household tasks, they must feel supported in these roles. 
Although most husbands spend more tinE in paid-work activities than 
in household task performance, family and soc ial SUPP01"tS may 
greatly influence husbands' non-\·/Ork time use (Lein, 1979; Berger, 
1979; Wh eele r & Arvey, 1981) . 
Nye (1976) looked at religious activ ity as a possible explanation 
for di fferences in the amount of time husbands spend in home and 
family activities. A reli gious ideolo gy co uld be one of the social 
supports referred to in the preced in g paragraph. Spec i fically, The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (L.D.S. or 11ormon Church) 
advocates an active role in the home for males (McKay, 1969). Overall, 
L.D.S. philosophy adheres to a traditional division of labor by sex , 
\'lOmen at home and men in the workplace; hOlvever, the home and family 
are considered to be "the most important thing in the life of an L.D . S. 
husban d/father" (Tanner, 1973, p. 92) . The emphasis on home and family 
by the L. D.S. Church suggests a social support for increased household 
activity by active L. D. S. males. 
~ose of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to analyze 149 Utah L. D.S. husband/ 
fathers' time spent in various activities by their level of religious 
activity, and to relate theil' organization participation time to 
their household work time. 
Homes are the cent ral units of any society; and as s uc h , must be 
managed effectively to ma i ntain the orderly functioning of that 
society . Home management ~Ias defined by Ella Cushman as "using what 
you have to get "hat you ~Iant" (cited in Schlate r , 1976 , p. 93) . The 
purpose of home managemen t then is to use a va i 1 ab 1 e resources to 
achieve goals . 
Goals can be thought of as desired future outcon'es, and can 
range from important long-term goals to mundane, everyday goa l s. 
Resources can be considered in two contexts, human or material. 
Examples of human resources are talents, intelligence , and skills; 
I'lhile mater ial reSOUI'ces include such things as money and goods. 
The classification of time as a resource is diff i cult; fa mi ly 
resource management specialists have debated its place as both a 
hu man and materia l resource. \,hether it belongs in either category 
does not affect its importance in goal achievement for all people. 
Time is the only resource which is distributed equally to everyone, 
regardless of individual differences. 
As life becomes more complex in the United States, few people 
feel they have an adequate amount of time to accomplish the i r goals. 
The decisio ns they make about the all ocatio n of their time are, to 
some extent, indicati ve of their values (McCullough, 1980) . 
Needs and wants often compete for ava i 1 ab 1 e resources . I n a 
household, resource use is determined to a great extent by family 
goals . A common goal of most families is the orderl y functioning 
of thelr ho usehold . Certain tasks must be accomplished in order for 
this to occur ; food must be prepa red , standards of cleanl ine ss must 
be de t ermined and maintained, and family members must receive car-e . 
These are basic "food, clothing and sheltel"" necessit i es . Although 
thel"e are many resources necessary to accompl ish these goals, t ime is 
an obvious factor in their ach i evenEnt . 
The time family member's allocate to hou sehold tasks i s an 
important a rea of concern in family manageme nt research . Under " 
sta ndin g the factors which affect how families as a whole or spec ific 
family membe r s allocate their resources can serve as a basis for 
identifying needed changes in laVis and policies that affect families 
(McCullo ugh , 1980). 
Theoretical Definitions 
Allocation : The assigning of tasks or activities . 
Family : "A group of two or more persons related by blood , marriage, 
or adopt ion and residing together" (Ame ri can Home Economics As-
sociat ion, 1978). 
House ho 1 d : One or more persons who res i de togethe r, sha re resources, 
share responsibility for dec i sions , of ten have simi lar va l ues 
and goa 1 s , and simi 1 a r commitments to one another over time 
(Hook & Paolucci , 1970). 
Household Tasks : "Activities pe rformed i n ind iv idual household s 
that result in goods and services that enable a family t o 
fun ct ion as a unit" (Walker & l'/oods, 1976 , p. 1). 
Traditi ona l : Conforming t o soc iety's customs and practices. 
Non-traditional: No t conforming to soc iety ' s custo ms and practices . 
Traditional division of house hold tasks : Indoor household tasks 
aSSigned to vlO r7Jen and outdoor household t asks assigned t o men 
(Lopata, 1971). 
Non-t r adi ti onal division of household tas ks : Indoor and outdoor 
house ho ld tasks not assigned pr i ma rily on t he basis of sex . 
Operational Oefini tions 
Allocation of household tasks: The amount of time actually recorded 
in the household task categor ies of the time diary. 
Family: Two-parent/two -child Utah household where the fa ther i s a 
member of the L. O.S. Church . 
Husband: L.D . S. father in two-pa rent/two-child Uta h household. 
Household work t i me : Mean min utes per day spent in food preparat ion, 
dishwash in g, housecleaning, ma i ntenance of home , yal-d , car and 
pets, physic al and non-phYSical care of household members as 
r ecorded on the time diuy (see Appendix D) . 
Orga niz ation participation t i me (OPT) : Mean r7Jinutes per day spent 
in religious activi tie s , civic and polit ical organ i zat i ons , 
and clubs as recorded on the time dia ry (see Appendix 0). 
Soc ial and recreational activity t i me : Ilea n minutes per day spent 
in non-paid -work activities for the purpose of leisure and/or 
relaxation as recorded on the time dia ry (see Appendix 0) . 
Time diary: "A log of activities that indiv iduals keep ove r a 
specified pe r iod, usually a full 24-hour day" (Rob ins on , 1977a, 
p . 6) . 
Traditional division of labor : In this study, traditional female 
tasks included food preparation, dishwashing, housecleaning, 
physical and non-physical care of household members; tradi-
tional male tasks included maintenance of home , yard, car 
and pets. 
Non-traditional division of labor: Me n participating in food 
preparation, dishwashing, housecleaning, phys ical and non-
physical ca re of household members; women partic i pating in 
maintenance of home, yard, car and pets . 
Rel igious activity code (RAC): The perceived level of rel i gious 
act ivi ty of L.D .S . husbands, as in di cated on the Church 
Affiliation and Activity Questionna ire ; a code of one (1) 
indicated inactive or not very active , t\vO (2) indicated 
active, and three (3) indicated very active. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses are proposed : 
1. There \vill be a s i gnifica nt di ffe rence in the mean minutes 
allocated to food preparation by husbands' level of rel igious 
activity (RAC) . 
2. There will be a significant difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to dishvlashing by husbands ' RAC . 
3. There will be a significant di fference in the mean mi nutes 
allocated to housecleaning by husbands' RAC . 
4. There will be a signif i cant difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to ma intenance of home , yard , ca r and pets by husband s ' 
RAC . 
5 . There will be a signif icant difference 1n the mea n minutes 
allocated to phys ical ca re of household members by husbands' RAC. 
6 . There will be a s i gnificant di fference in the mea n minu tes 
allocated to non-phys i cal care of household members by husbands' 
RAC . 
7. There will be a significant difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to traditional and non-traditional household \'Iork by 
husbands' RAC. 
8. There will be a significant diffe rence in the mean minutes 
allocated to social and recreational activities by husbands ' RAe. 
9 . There will be a significant difference in the mea n minutes 
allocated to organizat io n participation by husbands' RAe. 
10. There will be a negative relationship between husbands' 
organi za tion participation time (OPT) and the amount of time spent 
in food preparation . 
11. There will be a negative relationship bet\'leen husbands' OPT 
and the amount of t i me spent in dishwashing. 
12 . There wlll be a negative relationship between husbands' OPT 
and the amount of tilne spent in housec·lea nin g. 
13 . There \'Iill be a negative relationship between husbands' OPT 
and the amount of time spent in mai ntenance of home, yard, car and 
pets . 
14 . There will be a negative re lat ionship between husbands' OPT 
and the amount of tilDe spent in physical care of household members . 
15. There will be a negative relat i onship bet\'leen husbands' OPT 
and the amount of time spent in non -physical care of household 
Illembe rs. 
16. The re wi ll be a negative relationship between husbands' OPT 
and t he amount of time spent in t raditional and non - traditional 
household work . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Traditional Division of Labor 
Age and sex are the two most universal criteria used to determine 
division of labor 1n any culture (Friedl , 1975) . Whi le age seems an 
obvious standard, because extremely young or old membe rs of a culture 
!:lay not have the experience and/or strength to perfor m ce rtain tas ks, 
sex is a more ambiguous dete rmi nan t of la bor division. 
In eve ry society, in every country, people have assumed 
that males a nd fema les are different not merely in basi c 
anatomy, but in elusive qua li t i es of spi r it, soul, and 
ab ility . They are not supposed to do the same thin gs, 
th in k t he same way , or sha r e the same dreams and desi res 
(Tavris & Offir, 1977, p. 2) . 
Traditionally in all cultures , women have performed tasks 
di rec tly associated \;ith the home and ch i ldcare. "NOI·/here in the 
\·/Orld is the rear ing of chi ldren primari l y the respons ibil ity of 
men" (Brown, 1970 , p . 1075) . t1en have tra diti onally perfo rmed tasks 
associated with the larger society . Friedl (1975) suggests that uni-
vers a lly, me n a re en gaged in political and rel igious "ritual" act i-
vities, wh ile wo men are involved in these activ ities only in a 
secula r or "lay" capacity. 
There seems to be no inherent reason for \;omen's relegation to 
household and childcare tasks; nor for men's predominance i n the 
social sphere (Hamn~nd & Jablow. 1976). Howeve r, tradi t i on has 
had a po\·/erful infl uence in this regard; "women at home and me n in 
soc i ety" seems to be t he norm in most cultu r es and is usually taken 
for granted (Carling, 1982) . 
There are autho rs who argue t ha t it would be impossible for 
men and \'lOrnen to reverse their tradition al roles (Tcvris & Offir , 
1977) . Physical strength is often c ited as a determinant of sex 
rol es ; the assumption bein g that stre ngth is needed for thos e roles 
performed outs ide the ho me . Since most me n are phys ic a lly stronger 
than most \'Iomen, this argument places men in roles outs ide the 
domest i c sphere (Frie dl , 1975). 
IInother argument used to justify the traditional division of 
labor by sex is that it is \<omen who bear children and lactate 
(Friedl , 1975). This argument ass ume s that women must stay a t home 
to be close to their nursi ng you ng in order to assure their succes s ful 
growt h and development; subsequently , while they are at home , they 
then "naturally" do the other things that need to be do ne around t he 
house. 
Other authors have argued that women are i nherentl y better a t 
dealing with exp ress ive or emotional issues, whereas men a re 
inherently better at dealing I'lith instrUicenta l or pragmatic issues 
(Parsons & Bales , 1955). This argume nt ass umes that household tasks 
and family in t eractions are predom inantly, if not totally expre ss ive, 
whil e social tasks are predominantly , i f not totally instrumenta l . 
All of these arg umen ts have been use d to explain o r justify a 
natural divis i on of labor for men and women . 
Anthropological Evidence and Division of Labor by Sex 
Anthropologists provide the strongest evidence opposing a 
natural division of labo r between men and women. Friedl (1975) 
suggests that an economic and social custom theory might be used to 
better exp lain division of labor on the basis of sex. 
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11argaret Mead's early studies of men and women in New Guinea are 
often used to refute the theories regardin g the inherent emotionality 
of Vlomen and instrumentality of men . Head found that the Arapesh 
culture socialized its men into the expressive role, while women grew 
up lea rning the instrumental roles of the culture. This is an example 
of a complete reversal of the traditional roles ass umed by men and 
wonEn in American culture. Mead further found that both men and 
women in the Tchambuli culture \,ere taught to be submissive and 
emotional, stereotypic female tra its in American culture, while both 
men and women in the Mundugamor culture were taught to be aggressive 
and unfeeling, stereotypic n:ale qualities i n American culture (Weitz-
man, 1979). ~lead's findings tend to dispute a natural predisposition 
for human be in gs to behave consistently in one way or another. 
Friedl (1975) suggests that usually childbirth and lactation are 
regulated by tribal custom in order to ma intain economic balance in a 
group. If mothers' work in the fields is necessary to insure group 
surv iva l , wet nurses and babysitters are provided to fill the child-
care roles. This would suggest that it is the expected role of 
women that determines their childbearing/care activities, rather than 
these activities determining the role they occupy in their culture 
(Friedl, 1975). 
The argument of male strength as a determinant of male roles has 
also been disputed by anthropologists . Hammond and Jablow (1976) 
suggest that few activities actually require brute strength. Even in 
hunting and gathering societies where one might suspect that bringing 
home the kill would require great strength, this does not seem to be 
the case. 
11 
Large game animals are tracked by groups of men. Cooperation is 
necessary if success is to be achieved. Once an animal is located, 
members of the hunting party take turns chasing it until, after many 
hours, the animal is exhausted and can be easily killed (Friedl, 1975). 
Endu rance is the quality necessary for hunting large game , not sheer 
physical strength. Ironically, in a purely biological sense, .lOmen 
have a greater capacity for endurance than do men (Friedl,1975). 
In hunting and gathering societies, social customs regardin g 
meat exchange by males become the determining factor in the division 
of labor by sex, not physical strength (Friedl, 1975). 
Nuch of what anthropologists have learned from investigating 
other cultures has been used to argue against the traditional division 
of labor by sex in American culture. However, disputing natul-al 
differences is ineffective given the power of socialization and 
tradit ion. 
Economics and Trad itional Socialization in America 
Prior to industrialization in this country, the home .Ias 
economically independent. Although male/female roles were dichot-
omized, men and women were equally valued as cont ributors to the 
household production processes (~1anning, 1979). Generally, ra~1 
products "ere produced on the 1 and and brought into the home to be 
processed. Men tended crops and raised animals, while "omen refined 
animal products and crops into usable commodities for the family 
(Tilly & Scott, 1978). 
After industrialization, much of the refining "as done in 
factories, not in homes. Th e family was no longer se lf-sufficient. 
Honey became necessary as a lIIeans of exchange for goods and services. 
The roles of husban ds and wives in middle class families became 
further dichotomized as men left home for the marketplace and women 
kept the home fires burning (Tilly & Scott, 1978). 
Social ization, in a formal sense, is the teaching of those be-
haviors that are appropriate for successful functioning in one's 
soc iety. Since gender is an easy distinction to make, it serves 
as a basis for behaviors and expectations (Angrist, 1969). Boys are 
taught that certain behaviors are eX[lected of them and that these are 
different from those expected of girls. 
Since the mar ketplace was considered to be "no place for a lady" 
(Tilly & Scot t, 1978, p . 17), boys Vlere taught to function there , and 
girls were taught to function in the horne . Proper expectations were 
based on a strict dichotomization of male/female roles . 
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Socializatoion is a fJOI'lerful influence in the lives of individuals. 
It is the means by which we assure our worth in a society (Angrist, 
1969). In other words, if individuals live up to a society's 
expectations of them, they vlill be of value to that society . 
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Current Socialization Patterns 
The influence of traditional sex roles is evident in current 
socialization patterns . Weitzman (1979) suggests that a culture's 
ideology exper ience s a slow rate of change in comparison to a culture ' s 
technology and its social patterns. Technological changes can occur 
relatively rapidly, follov/ed by social acijustme nts; but traditional 
beliefs represent individual values and customs and these are l ess 
likely to be qu ickly altered by nevI tec hno logy (Hammo nd & Jablow, 
1976). 
Currently in the Un i ted States , the majo rity of young men and 
women are be in g sociali zed to perform according to sex-appropriate 
behavior. Angrlst (1 959) suggests that this type of soc ialization 
restr"icts the options of me n and \Vomen. She further i mpl i es that this 
type of strict blueprint is not practical in deal in g with an ever-
changing society. Ang r ist (1969, p. 222) concludes that in reality , 
"people manage to juggle, avo id , manipulate, interpret the scope of 
their roles" in order to function in society, and y et, they manage 
to adhere to a mental concept of what their ideal role should be. 
Aneshensel and Rosen (1980) analyzed quest ionn ai re data that 
were obta i ned from 32 ,000 11th and 12th grade st udents from three New 
York cit i es . They wanted to ascerta in sex dif f e rences in occupational 
expectat i ons and the assumption of domestic roles. Four va ri ables 
were measured: (1) status expectations , (2) domestic expectations, 
(3) sex - role attitudes, and (4) background variables . 
Aneshensel and Rosen concl uded from t hese data t hat for males , 
a pattern of domest i c and occupationa l role integration is taken fo r 
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granted. nost males expected to marry, have families and participate 
in the labo r force. HO~Iever, most females expected participation in 
the labor force to be secondary to their domestic role responsi-
bilities. Fo r these females, domestic and occupational role expec-
tations were not integrated . 
To gno li (1979) suggests that sex -role socialization alienates 
male s from the domestic sphere at an early age. ~1ales learn to 
fu nction away from home; this is seen as preparation for the \·lOrld of 
\·lOrk (Weitzma n, 1979). Males come to value the material rewal-ds 
which they receive for their participation in the workplace; pay-
checks, promotions and pension benefits come to be expected. Thomas 
(1966) asser·ts that males in American cult ure receive their self-
esteem through the achievement of material rewards. Oakley (1974) 
expands this idea to suggest that men have a feeling of ambivalence 
toward domestic roles. Tognoli (1979) feels men may even feel a 
disdain for domestic ro les. Within the traditional definition of the 
ma le role, me n see no material rewards for their partiCipation in the 
domestic sphere. Consequently, they do not feel sufficiently valued 
in these roles. 
Male Participation in Household Tasks 
~Ie 0 i a r:1..B.~~~ll 
Research has conSistently concl uded that women spend more time 
in household tas k performance than do men . Vanek (1974) reviewed 
histori cal time -budget data for the period from 1920-1970. She was 
investi ga tin g whether or not men's and women's domestic task per-
forma nce time had been altel-ed I-lith the changes which had taken place 
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over that 50-year time span. Initially, she hypothes i zed that as 
i ncreas i ng numbers of women entered t he 1 abo r force, men woul d 
assume more responsibility for domestic tasks. 
Vanek concluded that husbands di d not share t he respons i bi lit ies 
of household wo r k. Husbands cons i stently ave raged 1.6 hours per day 
in household work whether or not their wives were employed. 
Subsequent studies have offered slight variations in Vanek's 
1974 findings . Nickols (1976) studied longitudinal time use data 
gathered by the Survey Research Center, University of Michigan from 
1968- 1973 . The sample included 1,156 healthy , intact families with 
both spouses under the age of 65 . Nickols found that traditional 
sex roles we re reflected in the study , but she did note some changes 
in husbands' time use over the six -year period. 
During the first three years of t he study, 330 husba nds re-
pOI'ted they spent ti me doi ng ho usevlOrk; by 1973, 399 husbands were 
contributing to houseYlork. During the six years of the study , 
husbands' hours per day spent in housework increased sl i ghtly, from 
1. 9 in 1968 to 2.4 in 1973. 
In a journal article by Nickols and Metze n (1978), some other 
aspects of this same longitudinal data were repo r ted . Mult iple 
regression analysis was used to determine the impact of di ffering 
factors related to the time husbands and Ylives spe nt in housework . 
i4ickols and Metzen reported that \,hen wives' hourly earni ngs Ylere 
higher, husbands contributed more to housevlOrk . This impl i es that 
it is \vife's salary, not her employment status , that affects husband ' s 
domest i c task participation. Nickols and Metzen also reported t ha t 
as fami ly s ize increased, husbands' hou se hol d task performance 
decreased, a negative relation sh i p. 
In 1976, Walke r and Woods reported on time use data that had 
been obtained in 1967-68 from 1, 296 husba nd/I,i fe farnil ies in 
Sy racu se , New York. Data were coll ec ted from wive s t hrough the 
use of two, 24-hour time dia ries and a questionnaire. Domest i c 
tasks included in the study \'Iere management , marketing, clothing, 
famil y and house care , and food preparat ion. 
All household nembers contributed a total of 10 . 5 hours per 
day to domestic tasks. Of that t ime, husbands cont ributed 14 ~; , 
approximately one hour and 30 minutes, if their wives were no t 
en lployed . They co ntribu ted appr'oxi mat ely one hour and 55 minutes, 
or 18% of the t ota l time, i f their wives I'/ere employed (l,alker & 
Woods, 1976) . 
I n a progress report on a 1975 t i me use s tudy conducted by 
the Universi ty of Mi chiga n Survey Resea rc h Center, Robinson (1977a) 
found that n~le and female respondents reported a total of 20.5 
hours per week in household cleanin9 and ch ildcare activities . This 
wa s near ly f i ve hours less than the 25.4 hours reported in a s i milar 
study conducted in 1965 . There was an overall decrease of 20% in 
both actlv i t ies , with the bulk of tha t decrease in the area of house-
hold clea nin g. 
Although women assumed responsibility for the bulk of hou seho ld 
I'/OI'k, relatively fe l" I, i ves said they wanted th eir husbands to help mo re 
l'lith household chol'es, "a nd the dema nd was not that much greater amon g 
employed wome n tha n an-ong housel'lives" (Robi nson, 1977a, p. 184) , 
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Later in 1977, Robinson (1977b) again compared these same two 
data sets . He found that women reported less time in household 
cleaning and childcare activities in 1975 than in 1965, whil e men 
reported increased time in both areas over the ten -year period. 
Robinson concluded that employed, married men spent 9 .0 hours per 
week in household cleaning and childcare tasks in 1965 , compared 
to 9.7 hours per week in 1975, an increase of approximately 42 
minutes per week over a ten-year pe riod . 
In 1977 , time diar i es and questionnaires were used to gather 
data in 11 states for follow-up research to the 1976 Walker and floods 
study. Sanik (1979) compared the 1967 New York data with the 1977 
data and found that husbands spent 30 minutes more per day in house-
ho l d tasks in 1977 than in 1967, 2.2 hours compared to 1.7 hours. 
Sanik also concluded that the husbands studied in the 1977 research 
had significantly increased thei r time spent in the non-physical 
care of fal' lily members, compared to those surveyed in 1967. 
ln 1981 , Sanik again compared the 1967 data 11ith the 1977 data, 
altering her method of analysis . San ik stratified her sample data 
based on the age of the younger child and weighted each stratum to 
conform to the population of two-parent/tl·/o-child households in 
Syrac use , New York . The effect of weighting the data el i mi nated the 
signifi cant increase in non-physical care of family members by 
husbands which Sanlk had found in her 1977 analysis (Sanik, 1981). 
Berk and Berk (1979) utilized time dial'ies to study the 
dynamics of household task contribution s by husbands and wives. 
Their sample inc luded 750 households from c ities with populations 
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of over 50,000. Wives completed a time diary for one weekday, and 
husbands completed a "retrospect" diary by recall ing a previous 
day's activities. Berk and Berk's study is unique in that their 
diaries not only included the time spent in various activities, but 
also the part of the day when the activities occurred . 
The researchers concluded that the employment status of a \;ife 
had virtually no effect on husband's household task performance 
during the morning hours of the day. Husbands were most likely to 
participate in household tasks during the evening. The majority of 
those husbands who participated in household tasks during the evening 
were married to women who left for \;ork shortly after the evenlng 
mea 1. 
Berk and Berk suggested that it vias the time of day that a vlife 
was employed, rather than the employment status itself, which deter-
mined whether husbands "ere more or less I ikely to participate in 
household tasks. 
A study of husbands' and wlves' time use was conducted in Utah 
by McCullough (1980) . Data were collected from 210 t\;o-parent/tvlO-
chi ld families through the use of ti me diaries . McCullough concluded 
that husbands averaged one hou r and 47 min ute s per day in household 
tasks , with the bul k of that time being spent in mai ntenance of horne, 
yard, car and pe ts. 
Quest ionnaire Research 
Lopata (1971) interviewed 205 housewives in the Chicago area and 
found that these j'lo men assurled major responsibility for stereo-
typic female domestic tasks including cooking , clean i ng, laundry, 
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and childcare. These women reported that their husbands confined 
their domestic participation to money matters and bills. 
Holmstrom (1972) interviewed 20 profess ional couples in an 
effort to determine their household labor patterns. It was deter-
mined that hired help usually assumed a share of the wife's tradi-
tional task responsibilities. Husbands emptied the trash and did 
heavy yardwork, and wives cooked dinner and shopped for groceries. 
Financial tasks were randomly allocated. 
The majority of wives were satisfied with current task alloca-
tion patterns. Husbands felt that their household task performance 
was a physical necessity, that it was the only way for tasks to be 
achieved (liolmstrom, 1972). 
Oakley (1974) collected questionnaire data from 40 London 
housewives between the ages of 20 and 30. The women were asked to 
rank their husband 's participation in hous ework and childcare, as 
low, medium, or high. Fifteen percent of the sample responded that 
husband's share of total amount of housework participation deserved 
a high ranking, while 25% responded that husband's childcare parti-
cipation ranked high. Sixty percent of husbands received a low 
ranking in housework participation and 45% received a low ranking in 
childcare participation. 
Berk (1976) utilized observation and survey methods to inves-
tigate household task pe rformance in Evanston, Illinois. Her sample 
cons i s ted of 329 homemakers \·,ho we re asked who "genera lly" di d 
household tasks. 
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Berk concl uded that husbands' major contributions to household 
tasks we re in the area of outside errands , with 54% of husbands 
accepting the major responsi bil ity for t his task. Berk further con-
cluded that wives did more than half of what are tradit i onally con-
sidered to be male tasks, emptying the garbage, going to the gas 
station, hand l ing financial matters , and paying bills. 
As part of a research project on family roles, Nye (1976) 
surveyed 210 couples in Yakima County, viashington. Separately, 
husbands and wives completed identical questionnaires which asked 
about housekeeper role perforn~nce . Seventy percent of the husbands 
felt they should share the performance of household tasks; however, 
only 56% reported that they actually did share the tasks . 
Lovingood and Firebaugh (1978) co llected data from 100 couples 
If' fo ur Ohio towns . These couples had recently had their first 
child . Each member of the couple was asked to respond to 25 identi cal 
ques t ions. The purpose of the s tudy \~as to detel'mi ne \~ho made and 
implemented de cisions regarding household task perfol'mance . 
The study concluded that househol d tasks were divided al ong 
tradit ion al lines , with each spouse perceiving him/herself as having 
more responsib ility than did the othe r spouse . Lovingood and Fire-
baugh (1978) ge nerally concluded that wives were more responsible 
than husbands for decision impiefilentat ion. 
In 1981, :,heeler and Arvey used a questionnaire to invest i gate 
the division of labor bet.leen husbands and wives . Their sample 
consisted of 63 husband/wife families in a Southeastern city. 
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The study concluded that liking of household tasks was highly 
related to assumption of responsibility for the task by both me n and 
women, The husband's attitudes toward women and his educational 
level were positively related to assumption of non-traditional house-
hold tasks, Husban d's age and number of years married were positively 
rela ted to assumption of traditional t asks. Spouses seemed to assume 
responsibility for non- traditional tasks with consent or expectation 
of the other spouse (Wheeler & Arvey, 1981). 
Support for ~1a1e Househo l d Task Performance 
As early as 1938 , Lawrence K, Frank commented, 
As \'I ome n are sharing \;ith lIIen in the \'wrld's work out-
s ide the hOllie, the men must l earn to sha re in homemaking 
and childrearing, not as chores but as occas i ons for 
inti macy , the giving and receiving of affection and 
enjoyment of l ife together (Frank, 1938, p , 6). 
Recent research supports Frank ' s earlier contention . Pleck 
(1979) sugges t s that there is a ne\v "changing roles" perspective 
available to men with regard to family vlork. Pleck forsees the pos-
sibility of husbands' greater involvement in fam ily work, whereas 
the traditional male role perspect ive serves to eliminate any chance 
for male involvement in the domestic sphere. Pleck concludes that 
attitudinal changes on the part of hUSba nd s will lead to greater 
male participation in domestic roles , He also sees family a nd public 
support fo r such changes as i mpe rative if males are t o take a more 
active role in family \'Iork , 
Wheeler and Arvay (1981) also suggest that positive and neg-
ative sanctions likely affect \;hether or not males part ici pate in 
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domest ic tasks . I f males feel s upported in their household task 
part i cipation, they are likely to be more active in the domes ti c 
sp here . 
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Lein (1979) conducted intensive interviews wi th 25 dual-ca ree r , 
Boston-area families i n an attempt to understand why husbands we r en't 
participat i ng in domestic tasks in the s ame proport i ons as their 
wives were participating in the labor force . Lein concluded that 
becaus e husbands' soc i al supports differed f rom those of the ir wives , 
hu s bands obta i ned l ittle mo ral s uppo rt or log istical help in per -
fo r ming tasks around the house. Lein's re search implies that men's 
social s upport s for househo ld task performance are def i cient . "~1en 
and women tend to ex pe r i ence cOllimun ity reac t ion a nd th e rea ct ion of 
the larger society as a pressure aga i nst chan ge in the allocation of 
respons ibility and tasks among family members" (Le i n , 1979 , p . 494) . 
Be r ger (1979, p . 64 2) suggests that "men espousing 'nevI' 
fam i ly roles, l ike all human bei ngs stand ing outside the old soc i al 
forms and striving to create new ones, need suppor t . " 
Tognol i (1979) says that we ha ve soc i al ized men away fro m the 
home for too long . He suggest s that as women partic i pate more 
actively in the marketplace, men are desir i ng greate r part i c i pat i on 
in th e domest i c sphere . If men a re to f ee l rewarded for their parti -
clpat i on in fam ily tasks , they must be encou raged to partic i pate in 
them (T09noli , 1979) . 
One of the f eVi attempts to measu r e e xpectations in marriage Vias 
made in 1950 by Robert Ort. A lthough the study is da ted and 
methodologica l ly faul ty, Or t Vias abl e to sugges t that expectations 
playa significant part in determining behavior in marr ia ge . art 
determined that satisfaction in marriage was a function of playing 
the role expected for the self, and bei ng encouraged in that rol e 
by the expectat ions of the spouse. art's findings imply that 
husbands who desire participation in household tasks and are sup-
ported in tha t participation by the ir wives, will be encouraged to 
cont inue participat in g (art, 1950). 
Lovingood and Firebaugh (1978) measured pat terns of household 
task performance by husbands and wives . Their findings were reported 
in t he pre vious section of this review of literature; however, they 
reached one add itiona l conclus ion whi ch is pertinent here. They 
suggest that certain other variables, in addit ion to socioeconomic 
variables, mi ght explai n why husbands do or do not participate in 
household ta sks. They state that "task pe rformance ro les vary as a 
result of role formation processes" and that these probabl y i nfluence 
the "methods by which fam i lies allocate human resources to all act i vi -
ties in Y/hich fa mi ly members a re in volved" (p . 31) . 
Clar k, Nye and Gecas (1978) used a mult ivari ate analysis of 
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survey data from a sample of 390 Seattle co uples to measure whether 
or not hus ba nd's paid-work involvement affected partic i pation and/or 
compe tence in variou s ma rita l roles in clud ing housekeeper, therapeu tic, 
sexual , and recreation. Thi s study co nc luded that only the recrea-
t ion rol e was significantl y reduced by husband's pa id-work time. 
Clark, et al . (1978) s uggested that role prio rities and expectat i ons 
are the probable determi nants of non-work time use. 
Pleck (1977) revie'ved the psychology of both traditional and ne,v 
sex roles and concluded that if men are employed outside the home, 
they will most likely be limited in the amount of time they spend in 
household tasks. HO'lever, he further concluded that men can learn to 
participate in the domestic doma in, if they are socia l i ze d to expect 
such behaviors of themselves. He suggests that supports for house-
hold task performance are needed if men are to acquire such self-
expectations. 
Effects of Religion on Household Tas k Performance by ~1ales 
There are few data ava i lable which have explored the impact of 
rel igiol1 on household task performance. However, Nye (1976) sug -
gests that religious affi li atio n is a variable worth consideration 
when measuring role pe r forillance by husbands and wives . 
Miller (1979) studied the attitudes of 210 Utah husbands and 
wives toward household task allocat i on. As part of this study, 
rel igious activ i ty was considered. Mi ll e r found that those husba nds 
and wives who consi dere ~ themselves to be active 1n a religion were 
sign ifican tly more traditional in t heir allocation of household tasks 
than those who were inactive. 
Nye (1976, p. 97) suggests that "rel igious pre ference is un-
related to either the norm of role-sharing or enactment of the house -
keeper role, but rei ig ious participation is related to bo th." Nye 
concludes that both men and "lOmen vlho never attend church are 1 ikely 
to adhere to a strong traditional vi ew of ro le seg regatio n. Nye 
found a l i near relationshi p between church attendanc e and hou sehold 
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task performance among men; as church attendance increased. men ~Iere 
more 1 ikely to share in the housekeeper role . 
The L. D.S. Church and Male Participation in Domestic Roles 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (L.D.S . or 
Mormon Church) delineates sex roles along traditional lines. L.D . S. 
ideo logy encourages vlomen to spent the i r ti me in the homemaker/ 
parent role and aSSUilles men vlill bear the brunt of responsib ili ty for 
the breadwinner role (McKay , 1969). This sex-role definition does 
not, however. imply that husbands are to leave home and family 
responsibilities solely to the wife. 
Olsen (1960) suggests tilat culLural pressures are significant 
determinants of the di vision of labor in households. American cul -
ture traditionally has allocated family and household maintenance 
tasks to women and provider tasks to men. The L. D.S. doctrine 
advocates traditional sex-role performance . but encourages men to 
spend their non-vJOrk time in home and family roles. 
The Mormo n home is described as the center of family inter-
action and religious activity in the lives of L. D.S. faithful 
(McConkie, 1966). L. D. S. marriages are seen as eternal. Onl y those 
husbands and wives who adhere to religious doctrines will be wo rthy 
of eternal marriages (:~cConkie. 1966). Home and family activ i tles are 
considered to be high priority items accord ing to L. D.S . ph il osophy 
(~1axwell . 1972). Family life is perceived as "a constant challe nge . 
not a periodic performance" U1axwell. 1972. p. 7) . 
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Mormon families are encouraged to participate in family re l ated 
activ ities: family reunions (HcConkie, 1966); family home evening 
meetings once a week (Chris t iansen, 1972); genealogical research for 
tracing deceased family members U1cConkie , 1966); care and upkeep of 
one's home and yard, and preraration of a year's food supply to 
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ensure family survival in case of war or disaster (Flinders & Flinders, 
1973) . 
Fatherhood is considered to be a valued pr ivi lege in the L.D.S. 
faith. Tanner (1973 , p. 92) told L.D.S. men, "The father must 
realize all-lays that the family is the most i mportant thing in his 
life . He should never neglect his family." 
Hormon husbands and \vives are taught to establish "intelligent 
and well-ordered homes" (Flinders & Flinders, 1973, p. 22). "No 
other success can compensate for failure in the home" (HcKay, 1969, 
p. 3) . Hormon parents are told to share childcare and childrearing 
responsibilities. "Parents cannot, \vithou t regrettable consequences, 
shirk this responsibility" (Christiansen , 1972, p. 54). It is 
assumed that children I"lill "learn parenthood as a natural result of 
liv in g in a home administered by conscientious parents. . that the 
functions of 1 iving and learning are natura l to the home" (Fl inders 
Flinders, 1973, p. 25). 
L.D.S. fathers are consistently asked by their leaders to take 
an active role in the rearin9 of ch ildren (Pen"y , 1977). "The father 
must consistently plan activities \·Iith [the chi ldren], and make s ure 
that he does share and does have a responsibility in rearing them" 
(Bradford, 1951, p. 12) . 
L.D.S. families are told to manage their resources responsibly. 
They are taught to work together as a family unit and to "set aside 
sufficient time for family needs" (Perry, 1981, p. 87). "All family 
members are encouraged to increase homemaking skills and to complete 
home and car maintenance and repairs whenever feas i ble," vlit h the 
ulterior motive of saving money by being more self-sufficient (Perry, 
1981, p. 87). 
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The current leader of the r~ormon Church, Spencer Kimball, 
instructed Priesthood hOlders, males, 12 years and older , that the 
Church should never take them away from their home and family respons i-
bilities. "The Church does not and must not seek to displace the 
family" (Kimball, 1981, p. 45). 
In L.D.S . ph i losophy, there is a stro ng emphasis on the home and 
family responsibil i ties of men . Th 'is suggests that men should be 
involved in all aspects of family life and that their positions 
within the Church should not interfere l'lith the i r home and fan:ily 
obligations. 
Burr, Ahern and Knowles (1977) studied 1,056 college students 
at Brigham Young University, owned and operated by the L.D .S. Church, 
in order to examine the effects of the L.D.S . culture on power 
relative to resou rces 1n marriage relationsh i ps. Pr i or to this study, 
resources had been found to be the main determinant of power i n 
marriage re lationships. 
Burr, et al. 's sample was intentionally bi ased . Ni nety-tl1ree 
percent of the students studied were L. D.S . The researchers con-
cluded that the subcultural influence of the L. D.S . religion was 
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-stronger in determining povlor relation ships, than vias the amount of 
resources avail able to either spouse . This suggested the strong 
influence of a normative structure in this biased sample. 
Berger (1979, p. 643) concluded that "fevi men espousing new 
family roles have contact wit h other men who will support them in 
their new roles and who will discuss with them the i ssues that arise 
as a consequence of these new roles." Active L. D.S . men meet once a 
week in Priesthood Meetings to receive instructions in the fulfillment 
of their religious functions. They have an opportunity to discuss 
issues and problems with one another and to exchange experiences in a 
supportive atmosphere (McConkie, 1966; Melchizedek Priesthood Personal 
Study Gu ide . 1982) . 
Tognoli (1979 , p. 605) suggests that one possible way to 
encourage male pal"ticipation in home and fami ly roles i s to "keep 
ali ve the meani ng of home. " Home and fami I yare of cen tra 1 i mportance 
in L.D . S. doctr ine; religion is a way of life for active Mormo ns 
rather than merely a once -a-week activ ity . L.D.S. philosophy is 
comparable to the Jewi sh faith as a re l igion which pe rme ate s family 
living patterns as well as definlng deity worship . 
Angr ist (1969) suggests that ind ividua ls will manage to aitel" 
t heir roles in accordance with their self -pe rce ptions, priori ties , 
and sel f -expectations . The Mormon Chu r ch ' s emphasis on home and 
family would likely influence the self-percept i ons, pri oriti es , 
and self-expectations of active members of the L.D .S. Church and 
have an influence on how they pe r fo rm their roles with i n the fam il y . 
The literature suggests that there is nothing inherent in a 
traditional division of labor by sex; however, socialization is a 
powerful infl uence in determining who does what i n a soc i ety. 
Clark , Nye and Ge cas (1978) suggest that roles compete for scarce 
time. If a husband 's primary role is that of provide r , hi s secondary 
roles will compete for his non-\,ork time. "Since the resource of 
time is finite, more time allocated to one domain of productive 
activity necessarily limits the time allocated to another" (Nickols 
& Metzen, 1978, p. 95) . A husband's priorities become a primary 
determinant of his non-work time use (Clark, et al., 1978). 
If men are to take a more active role i n domest i c tasks , re-
search suggests they must feel supported for thei r partic i pation in 
the household . The r~ormon Church offers strong rei nforcement for men 
who pal'ticipate in home and family activities . One mi ght logically 
conclude that Mormon men who are highly act ive in their relig i on, 
supposedly those who ,lQuld follow doc t rine closely, ,lQuld spend mo r e 
time i n household and family activities than L. O.S . men who are less 
active in their church. 
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METHODS 
Study Design 
The data for this study was a subset of the data collected in 
conjunction with Utah's participation in an eleven-state, family time 
use study, "An Interstate Comrarison of Urban/Rural Famil ies' Time 
Use . " Dr. Kathryn Walker of Cornell University organized the study 
in 1976. Data collection began in 1977 and extended through 1979 . 
National Data 
Collection of data in Utah was done from May 1977 through July 
1978 . The prOject was financed by the Utah Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. Utah participated in the study along with California , 
Connecticut, LouiSiana, New York, North Carol ina , Oklahoma, Oregon, 
Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin . 
Data collection was standardized for all 11 states; however, 
states were given the option of add ing additional questionnaires 
to the orig in al study. Coding of data was identi cal in all states 
in order to facilitate interstate exc han ge and use of information. 
~urrent Study Data 
Selected data fro m that gathered ln Utah was analyzed to relate 
the religious activ ity level of males to time allocation in eight 
spec ifi c activities: food preparation, dishwashin g, housec leaning , 
maintenance of home , yard, car and pets, phYSical care of household 
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members , non-physica l care of household members, organization partic i-
pat i on, and social and rec reational activities. Organization partic i -
pation time was al so related to household ~/ork t i me . 
Church membership and level of religious activity were assessed 
through the use of a Church Affiliation and Activity Questionnaire. 
National Sample 
The Uta h sample consisted of 210 two-parent/two-child families 
from three Utah counties. It is possible that these families had 
consisted of more than two children or that additiona l ch il dre n were 
born after the study was conducted , but only two ch il dre n were living 
at home during the time data were collected. One hu ndred and five 
families were from Iron and Washington Count ies, considered to be 
rural areas of the state ; and 105 families were from Salt Lake 
County, whi ch is a densely populated area al ong the Was atc h Front, 
the most urbanized area i n t he state . 
Names of the fam i lies were randomly dralvn from popula tion lists 
and verif i ed for current addresses and phone numbers in the telephone 
book . Thi s procedure eliminated familie s who were not listed in 
telephone directories, and thus may have biased the sample in that 
regard. Also, some of the families in the rural areas were con tacted 
directly rather than being drawn at random because of the difficulty 
in locating a suff i c ient number of two-parent/two-child families in 
these areas of the state . The urban sample was more nearly a random 
sample than ~/as the rural . 
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The families were stratified according to the age of the 
younger chi ld . Five levels of stratification were designated as 
fo llows : 
Level I: Younger child under one year of age. 
Level II: Younger chil d one year old . 
Level III: You nger ctli 1 d betl'/een two and five. 
Level IV: Younger chi 1 d bet\·/een six and eleven. 
Level V: Younger ch i 1 d betl-Ieen twelve and seventeen. 
Current Study Sample 
For this study, a subset of the original sample was used . The 
subjects were the husbands I'/ho declared memhership and a perceived 
level of act ivi ty i n the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Oay Saints 
(L . D. S. or r~onllon Church) . The sub-sample of the original sample 
consisted of 149 men . 
Jnstruments 
Two instr ume nts l'lel'e used to gather data for the national study, 
a time diary (see Appendix A) and an informati on questionnaire (see 
Appendix B) . These were developed and pretested at Cornell Un iversity 
under the direction of Dr. Kath ryn \jalker. A questionnaire asking for 
church affiliatlon and level of religious act i vity was included in the 
information gathered from Utah respondents (see Appendix C) . 
Time Di ary 
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A time diary is a log of t he daily activit i es of an individual 
recorded over a specific period of time, usually 24 ho urs (Szalai , 1972). 
"Con fidenc e in collection of data ... is increased if it is the 
respondent , rather than a coder , who decides how an activity should 
be recorded" (Walker, 1979, p. 10) . Recording information about time 
wlthin a short per i od of its use red uces the possibil ity of recall 
biases and exaggeration of soc ially accepted activities (Robinson, 
1977b). Berk (1976) suggests that time diaries prov i de d way for a 
researcher to track a respondent without being present . 
Reliability. The reliabllity of time diaries has been sub-
stantiated by the congruency found betl,een "yesterday" estimates and 
"tomorrol'" records of time use. Robi ns on (1977a) cites a .85 
correlation (Yule's y) between the two types of t i me diaries, whi ch 
indicates that this method of gathering t i me use data is highly 
re li able. 
Roblnson also reports that a systematic relationship Vias found 
betl-Iee n diary entl'ies of pal'ticipation in an activity and estimates 
of yearly partic i pation in that activity . 
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.'{9~. Robinson (1977a & 1977b) cites three approaches used to 
assess the validity of tinE diaries . The first approach involved 
subjects Vlearing beepers Vlhich ale r ted t hem at random times during 
the day. When the beepe r sounded, respondents were to record 
exactly what they were doing . The second method was to have respond-
ents record as much detail as poss i ble for a random hour durin g the 
same day that they Vlere keeping a time diary . The third approach was 
obse rvat i on through the use of televis i on cameras. 
Robinson concluded that despite some discrepa nci es at the 
indi vidual level, th e overa 11 aggregate act i vity patterns suggested 
by the three approaches used to assess validity were quite similar 
to those obtained with a time diary. 
The time diary used in this study (see Append ix A) was divided 
horizontally into ten-minute intervals, representing a 24-hour 
period, and vertically into 18 categories of possible time use . 
Church Affiliation and Activity Questionnaire 
The Church Affiliation and Activity Questionnaire (see Appendix 
C) was used to collect data regarding church membership and per-
ceived level of religious activity . It asked, (a) do you belong to 
a church; (b) if yes, which church do you belong to; and (c) about 
how active are you? 
One benefit of asking study par ti cipan t s to respond directly 
to a perceived level of religious activity is that "Vlhat a person 
perceives represents real ity to him or her" (l.Jheeler & Arvey, 1931, 
p. 18) . W. 1. Thomas (1966) suggests that ind ividual behav i ors are 
usually motivated by self-perceptions . For this reason, a direct-
response questionnaire '-las chosen over some other measure of rel igious 
activity such as number of church meetings attended. 
Professional intervie'lers wet'e used to collect the data. A 
video tape developed at Cornell University was used to train inter-
vie",ers in all 11 states, the put'pose being sta ndardized traini ng. 
Four interviewers Vlere hired to gat her data in the state of Utah, two 
each for the rural and urban areas. 
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Walker and Woods (1976) suggest t hat pe r sona l inte r vi ews are 
effect i ve in gathering time use data. Interviews have the potent i al 
for obtaining the desired number of completed diaries; they provide 
an opportunity for the interviewer to explain the purpose of the 
study and answer any questions ; and t hey are a means of gi ving clear 
directions concerning the time diary (I,alker & Woods, 1976). 
Intervievlers contacted the households drawn in the random sample 
by telephone to determine their eligibility and willingness to parti -
cipate . Families were considered eligible for the study if thei r 
households consisted of two parents and two children living at home. 
Inte r views were conducted over a one -year period and on varying days 
of the wee k in the hope of accounting for seilsonal and daily va r ia-
tions in time use patterns. 
After a family's eligibility for the study was confirmed , an 
appo intment was arranged between the inter'viewer and the homemaker in 
each home. In the Utah study, all homemakers Ivere 1·lornen. The first 
interview was used to explain the instruments and to help the home-
make r complete a time diary by reca lling the preceding day's time use. 
The interviewe r then left copies of each questionnaire and a second 
time diary to be completed by the homemaker the follow in g day . A 
Church Affiliation and Act ivity Questionnaire was to be completed by 
each spouse indepen dent ly. 
Jacobsen and 1'10o re (1981) suggest that much research has been 
biased i n the past. by asking one spouse to recoy"d i nformatio n about 
the other spouse . Researchers assume this information is accurate 
and do not take into account the power of differing perceptions by 
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individuals about the behaviors of others . For this reason, the home -
makers \'Iere asked to check the accuracy of the time diar ies ~Iith the 
spouse and children. One other safeguard exists in this type of 
information recording; accounts were made of actual activities, as 
opposed to a record of a more abs tract phenomenon, such as thoughts or 
feelings . 
Berk (1980) suggests that Wlves are usually the recorders of 
time diary information because it is usually the \vife \'Iho is most 
aware of the time use patterns of all family members . \Ihen both 
spouses have been asked to record information in time diari es, research-
ers have often found considerable differences between the two reports. 
This has routinely been defined as a methodologica l problem. 
Berk concludes t hat researchers often debate t he pro s and cons 
of both kinds of reporting. fihile some conclude that there is a need 
to enhance spousal agreement through reliance on nlo t'e detailed survey 
items, other's argue that the "issue of spousal discrepanc ies reflects 
the multifaceted nature of family realities and perceptions" (Berk, 
1980 , p. 192). 
I f one can assume that hOlfemakers follo~Jed instructions by asking 
their spouses to confirm the time use repo rts, one can also ass ume 
that some type of reasonable consensus was reached as to the reali ty 
of the reports. 
The interviewer returned on the third day to collect the d i aries 
and questionnaires and to answer any quest ions the fa mily members may 
have had regarding the study. The diaries and questionnaires were 
then fOt'warded to the researcher at Utah State University for 
checking, coding , and analysis . 
The responses computed for each respondent included (1) their 
perceived level of religious activity (RAC) and (2) the actual amount 
of time contributed to hou sehold tasks, organization participation, 
and social an d recreational activities as measured by the time diary. 
The measure of respondents' level of religious activity in the 
L. D. S. Church was taken from question three of the Church Affiliation 
and Activity Questionnaire. The question asked , "About how active 
are you?" A code of one (1) indicated inactive or not very act i ve; 
tl"IO (2), active; and three (3), very active. 
The time diary was the basis for computing how much t i me was 
allocated to various tasks by the respondents. The total amount of 
time spent accomplishing tasks was computed for each 24-hour period 
recorded. For all analyses, time spent in the categories under consi-
deration was an average of the recall day and the record day. "The 
average of day 1 and day 2 for households of specified compositions 
represents a more val id measure of time use by depicting 2/7 of a 
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\;eek rather than 1/7 of a week" (Sanik, 1979, p. 210). 
For this study, time allocated to eight activi ties was cons i dered . 
Household activities included food preparation, dishwashing , house -
cleaning, ma intenance of home, yard, car and pets, and physical and 
non-physical care of household members. The time allocated to organi -
zation partiCiration and to social a nd recreational act i vities was 
also considered. 
The amount of time allocated to household tasks was analyzed i n 
two ways; (1) the average amount of time spent i n each household task 
for the t\'IO-day period (2) the average total amo unt of time spent in 
all six household tasks. 
Statistical Anal~ 
Three statistical measures were used to analyze the data for 
this study: analysis of variance, correlation and multiple regres-
sion . For all analyses, the significance level was set at . 05 . 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to test "whether the 
di fferencesallJong sample mea ns are large eno ugh to i mply that the 
corresponding population means are different" (Ott , 1977, p . 354). 
It is a commonly used test for count data. It measu re s any signi -
fi cant di fference between group means and \,there tha t di fference 1 i es . 
Differences bet\veen the sample means are j ud ged stat i st i cally s ign1-
ficant by comparing them to the varia t ion with in the samples . 
In this study, ANOVA was used to ana lyze hypotheses 1- 9 . Re -
spondents were grouped according to their level of relig i ous activi-
ty. Mean minutes allocated to household tasks, social and recreational 
activities, and organization participa tion were compa red between and 
'di thi n groups. 
Correlation 1S a measure of linear relationsh ip; it refers to 
the degree to which two variab l es mo ve uniformly with respect to one 
another (,Jeinburg & Schumaker, 1974) . Correlation makes no assump-
tions regal'ding couse/effect relat i ons hip s . The correlat ion coef-
fic ie nt is a measure of the streng th and directio n of linear relation-
sh i ps between var iab les. Stre ngth is measured from -1 .0 to 1.0; t he 
closer to an absolute value of 1, the stl'onger the relat i onship. 
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The direction of the relationship can be positive or negative. A 
posi tive relationship occurs when either an increase or decrease in 
the independent variable is accompanied by a corresponding increase or 
decrease in the dependent variable. A negative relationship occurs 
when the independent and dependent variables vary in opposite direc-
tions. 
The correlation coefficient used in this study was The Pearson 
Product Moment Coefficient. This test is considered appropriate 
for interval or ratio data. An interval or ratio variable is present 
when a unit of rr~asurement exists; a zero point on the scale corre-
sponds to an absence of the variable being measured. Any real number 
may result from the act of measureme nt, and diffe ren ces between sco res 
reflect on the differences in the anount of the character i stic 
possessed (Glass & Stanley, 1970) . The time diary measures fit t he 
requi rements for use of The Pearson Product ~loment Coefficient. 
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Correlation was used to analyze hypotheses 10-16. The independent 
var ia ble was time spent in organ i zation participation and the dependent 
variable was the amount of time spent in household activities. 
"~lultiple regression has bee n called a general method of data 
analysis when there is one dependent variable" (Kerlinger, 1979, 
p. 173). It is a multivariate or "ma ny variables" approach to 
statistical analysis, which is important in sc ience because "it has 
become common knowledge among ... scientists that almost any phenom-
enon has many determinants and not j ust one or two" (Ke rlinger, 1979 , 
p. 159). 
Multiple regression analys is allows the researcher to talk 
abou t the amount of variance in a dependent variable due to or 
accounted fo r by other variables . Through the use of a sta tistica l 
equatio n. mu l tiple regres s ion parcels out the effect some independent 
variab le s share on a dependent variable, as Viell as the uniq ue effect 
of any single independent variable on a dependent variable. The 
equation determines these combined and separate effects and weights 
each independent variable to conform to reality as predicted by the 
resea rcher (Ker1inger, 1979). 
Ideally, the use and interpretation of multiple regres sion 
analysis express the magnitude of the relation betYleen, on the one 
hand, the best possible comb ination of all the independent variables 
and, on the other hand, the dependent var i able . "f1ultiple regres-
sion analys is ahlays yields an index of the maximum amount of 
variance of Y accounted for by all the X' s" (Kerlinger, 1979, p. 171). 
In this study , Y or the depende nt variable Vias all time al -
located to household work by the L.D . S. husbands sampled. Nine X's 
or independent variables Viere considered i nclud in g age of younger 
child, level of religious activity , Viife's hours of paid employment , 
husban d's hours of paid employment, husband's soc ial and recreational 
t ime, husband 's organization participat ion time, annua l household 
·income, whether husband's household task performance t i me was 
measured on a Yleekday or a weekend day, and whether the respondents 
Viere from a rural or urban area of the state . 
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RESULTS AND DISC US SION 
Sample Descriptio~ 
A sub -sample of Utah's samp le f or the "Interstate Compa ri son 
of Urban/Ru ral Families' Time Use" study was used in this research . 
The orig i nal sample consisted of 210 two-parent/two-child households 
1n Utah . One hundred and five ho usehold s were located in rura l areas 
of the state, and 105 in an urban area. The sample f or the current 
study consisted of the 149 husbands from these households who were 
members of The Ch urch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (L . D.S . or 
Mormon Church). 
The sample used in this resea rch did not constitute a random 
sample of eithe r all Utah households , or all Utah L.D.S. hou se holds, 
but several similarities between Uta h's population and the samp le used 
i n the current research Vlere found . 
The Utah population, as of the 1980 U.S. Census, Vias 1,46 1,037 
(U . S. Bureau of The Census, 1980a) . Of that total , approximately 
1,026,000, or 70% of Utah res idents belonged to the L.D.S. Church 
(Ca hill , 1982). Four-person househol ds gene rally re present Utah 
fami lies . The average household s ize i n Utah is 3.20 persons, while 
the avera ge family size in Uta h is 3.67 persons (U.S. Bureau of The 
Census, 1980b ). The average ~o rmo n hous eho ld i n Utah contains 4.6 
people (Mims, 1982) . 
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Of the 149 men studied, 82 (55%) were from Iron and Washington 
counties, rural areas of the state , and 67 (45%) were from Salt Lake 
County, the most urbanized area in the state. According to the 1980 
Census, approximately 84% of the total Utah population live in urban 
areas and 16% live in rural areas of the sta te (U.S. Bureau of The 
Census, 1980b). Although the geographical distribution of the sample 
was not representative of the total Utah population , it was indicative 
of Utah's L.D.S. population. Slightly more than half of Utah ' s L.D.S. 
population 1 ive in rural, as opposed to urban areas of the state 
(Cahill, 1982). 
Demographic data which describe the sample used in the current 
study will be reported, particularly i nformation which might be useful 
in understanding the research res ults . 
Church Activity 
Respondents were asked to state their level of activ ity in the 
L. D.S. Church . More than 40% of the respondents identified themselves 
as "very active" in the Church (Table 1), while the remainder of 
respondents .,ere almost equally divided between "i nactive or not very 
active" and "active . " "Statistics show that less than half (of Uta h 
i'1ormons), about 40-45%, are active members" (t~ims, 1982, p. 6B) . 
Church Membership of Spouse 
The r~ajority of respondents were married to women who were also 
members of tile Mannon Church. Of the 149 husbands, 142 had wives who 
belonged to the L.O.S. Church and two men had wives who were not 
members. Fi ve .,ives did not state a religious affiliation. 
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Table 1 
Church Activity Level 
Number 
Inactive or not very active 40 
Active 
Ve ry act i ve 
TOTAL 
44 
65 
149 
Percent 
26 .8 
29 .6 
43 . 6 
100.0 
Respondents ranged in age from 22 to 57. There are no figures 
availabl e to the general publ i c on the ages of Utah's L.D. S. males; 
however, the 1980 U.S. Census for Utah found that approximately 22% 
of the tota 1 Utah popul a ti on wa s ma 1 es in the age range from 22 to 59 
(U . S. Bureau of The Census, 1980a). The mean age for respondents was 
33 .78 years with a standard deviat ion of 8.43 years (Table 2). 
Table 2 
Age of Husbands 
Cum. 
Number Percent Percent 
22-29 53 35 .5 35.5 
30-39 54 36 . 3 71.8 
40-49 27 18 . 2 90 .0 
50-57 8 5.3 95.3 
Missing 4 . 7 100 .0 
TOTAL 149 100.0 100. 0 
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Education 
The educational levels of respondents ranged f rom grade school 
thro ugh doctorates and pro fes sional degrees (Table 3) . Approx-
imately 95% (142) of the husbands had comp leted high school. The 
1980 U. S. Census data for Utah sta tes that 80 . 3% of Utah re s idents 
over the age of 25 are high school graduates (U .S. Bureau of The 
Census, 1980b). 
Table 3 
Educational Level of Husbands 
Cum . 
Number Percent Percent 
Grade School (1-8 ) 1.3 1.3 
Part i al High School (9 - 11 ) 5 3.4 4.7 
High School Diploma 42 28.2 32.9 
Vocational or Technical Training 3.11 36.3 
Partial Co 11 ege, no degree 43 28 . 9 65.2 
Associate's Degree 2.0 67.2 
Bachelor's Degree 34 22.7 89 .9 
1 aster's Degree 8 5.4 95.3 
Docto ra te 1.3 96 .6 
PI"ofess ional Degree 3.4 100 .0 
TOTAL 149 100 .0 100.0 
------- - - -------- ----
Employment 
All but two of the husbands reported an occupation . More than 
45% of the men flere craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers or 
professional, technical, and kindred workers. The occupations which 
employed the fewest men were cle rical and se rvice (Table 4) . 
Table 4 
Occupation of Husbands 
Servi ce ,Iorkel-s 
Laborers 
Operati ves 
Craftsmen, foremen, and 
ki ndred workers 
Clerical 
Sales vlorkers 
Managers, administrators 
Professiona 1, technical, and 
kindred \·iOrkers 
Full-time homemakers 
Full-time student or disabled 
TOTAL 
Number 
10 
21 
35 
19 
19 
35 
o 
149 
Percent 
4.0 
6.8 
14. 
23.5 
1.3 
12.8 
12.8 
23.5 
0 
1 . 2 
100.0 
Cum. 
Percent 
4.0 
10.8 
24.9 
48 . 4 
49 . 7 
62.5 
75 . 3 
98 .8 
98.8 
100.0 
100.0 
Participants were asked to record in the questionnaire the usual 
number of hours worked for pay each week. Husbands averaged 45.1 
hours of paid '·iOrk each \·Ieek ,lith a standard deviation of 9.78 ho urs 
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per week (Table 5) . According to the 1980 U. S. Census data for Utah, 
85% of Utah males over the age of 16 and in the l abor force in 1979 
usually worked 35 or rrore hours per week (U .S. Bureau of The Census, 
1980b ) . 
Table 5 
Husbands' Hours of Emp loymen t 
Cum. 
Number Percent Percent 
15-29 
. 7 . 7 
30-44 86 57 . 7 58 .4 
45-1 58 38 . 9 97.3 
No hours gi ven 4 2.7 100 .0 
TOTAL 149 100 .0 100 .0 
Si xty percent of the responden t s' wives reported t hat they were 
full - time homemakers, \,hile approx imately 40% reported being employed 
outside the home . Approx imately 34 - 39% of all L. D S. married wo me n 
throughout the world are employed outside t he home (Cahill, 1982) . In 
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t he current st udy, "Iorking \,ives tended to be employed in the trad i tion -
al female occ upa ti ons of cl er i cal workers, sa l es workers , or service 
workers (Table 6) . 
When asked to record the usual number of hours worked fo r pay 
each week, workin g wives reported an average of 21.9 hours of employ-
men t per week , with a standard de viation of 12.94 ho urs per we ek 
(Table 7) . The 1980 U.S. Census for Utah found t hat 40% of Utah 
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fema les over the age of 16 and in the labor force in 1979 usually 
worked 35 hours or less per week (U.S. Bureau of The Census, 1980b) . 
Table 6 
Occupat ion of Wive s 
Servi ce workers 
Laborers 
Operatives 
Cra ftsme n, foremen , and 
kindred workers 
Cler ical 
Sales workers 
Managers, administrators 
Professional, technical, and 
kindred workers 
Full - time hon-emakers 
TOTAL 
Household Income 
Number 
12 
o 
19 
14 
90 
149 
Cum. 
Percent Percent 
8 . 8 .1 
8.1 
2.0 10.1 
1.3 11.4 
12 .8 24 . 2 
33.6 
1. 3 34.9 
4.7 39.6 
60.4 100.0 
100 .0 100 .0 
The respondents were asked to indi cate their total hou sehol d in-
come , before taxes , for the previous 12 months. The reported incomes 
ran ged from under $5 ,999 to over" $50 ,000 . The med i ani ncome for 
the households studied was in the 515,000-$19,999 range (Table 8) . 
This is in 1 ine l'iith the 1980 U.S . Census data for Uta h which 
reported the median annual household income for Utah as $17,713 
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Table 7 
Wives' Hours of Employment 
Cum. 
Number Percent Percent 
1-35 44 29 . 5 29.5 
35+ 15 10.1 39.6 
Full-time homemakers 90 60 100 . 0 
TOTAL 149 100.0 100.0 
(U.S . Bureau of The Census, 1980b) . The mean annual household income 
for the state was $20,649 and the annual per capita incoDe was 
S6,418 (U.S. Bureau of The Census, 1980b). 
Husbands' Househol d i~ork Time 
In this study, household wOt-k included time spent in food pre-
paration, dish" lashing, housecleaning , maintenance of home, yard, 
ca r and pets, and physica'i and non-physical care of household members . 
The Utah husbands studied allocated an average of 74 .8 minutes, 
or one hour and 15 minutes per day to the six household tasks. Total 
time spent in household task perfo rmance var ied froC] no time at all 
to five or more hours per day. Ten of the 149 husbands allocated no 
time to household tasks, IVhile four of the 149 husbands spent five or 
more hours per day doing household ''1ork. Table 9 summarizes husbands' 
househol d ,Iork ti me . 
Of the six household tasks considered, husbands allocated the 
greatest amount of time to maintenance of home, yard, car and pets, 
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Ta bl e 8 
House hold In come 
Cum . 
Number Percent Percent 
Under $5 ,999 2. 1 2. 1 
$6 , 000-$7 ,499 3.4 5.5 
$7 , 500-$9 ,999 15 10 . 1 15 .6 
$1 0,000- $11,999 18 12 . 1 27 .7 
$12 ,000-$14,999 29 19.5 47.2 
$15,000-$19,999 38 25 . 5 72 . 7 
$20 ,000-$24,999 20 13 . 4 86 .1 
$25,000-$49 ,999 16 10.7 96 .8 
$50,000 and over 1.2 98 .0 
Don't knDl" , not glven 2.0 100 . 0 
TOTAL 149 100.0 100.0 
Table 9 
Husbands' Time Spent Doing Household Work 
Time per day Number Percent 
10 6.6 
min.-59 min . 66 44.3 
hr. - l hr. 59 min. 32 2l. 5 
hrs. -2 hrs . 59 min . 19 12.8 
hrs . -3 h rs. 59 min. 14 9 .4 
hrs. - 4 hrs. 59 min. 4 2.7 
hrs. - 5 hrs. 59 min. 4 2.7 
TOTAL 149 100 .0 
averag in g 38 .3 mi nutes per day. The hus ba nd s studied allocated the 
least anuunt of time to dishwashing and housecleaning. Table 10 
summarizes husbands' household task performance time. 
These results resemble previous time di ary studies of husbands ' 
household work time . Although prior studies have defined household 
work in various ways , i t has been generally concluded that husbands 
spend approx imately one to two hours per day doing housework. Vanek 
(1974) found that husbands averaged 1.6 hours per day in household 
work. Nickols (1976) , \vho analyzed longitudinal data, reported a 
slight change in husbands' household work time over a six-year period, 
from 1.9 hours per day in 1968 to 2.4 hours per day in 1973. Walker 
and Woods (1976) reported husbands' daily contribution to housework 
as approximately one hour and 45 minutes. 
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Table 10 
Husbands' Mean Minutes Per Day in 
Household Tasks 
Task 
Food Preparation 
Di shwashing 
Housecleaning 
Maintenance of home, yard, 
ca r and pets 
Physical care of household 
members 
Non-physical care of household 
members 
TOTAL household work tine 
4.7 
2.2 
2.8 
38.3 
11. 2 
15.7 
74.8 
51 
8 .77 
6.26 
12 .82 
64 .69 
22.17 
26 .96 
76.05 
*Large standard deviations are characteristic of time use s tudi es . 
Robinson (1977b) reported husbands' household work time as 
approximately 1.4 hours per day; and Sanik (1979) found that husbands 
allocated approximately 2.2 hours per day to household task perfor-
mance . The results of the cu rrent study seem to support past con -
elusions that husbands average approximately one to two hours per day 
in household task perfonllance. 
For all statistical analyses the level of significance \·Ias set 
at .05 . Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the first 
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nine hypoth eses Vihich compared n:ean minutes allocated daily to various 
acti viti es by three groups. The three groups were defined based on 
respondents' level of rel igious activity. Activities inc l uded house-
hold tasks, social and recreational activ ities, and organization 
part i cipation. Operational definitions for all act iv ities are in 
.L\ppendix D. 
No research could be found which related actual perceived level of 
rel igious activity to time use patterns based on time diary stud ies. 
For this reason it is difficult to compare the f indings of this study 
with other research data. 
Hypotheses 1-9 
1. There Vlill be a Significant difference in the mean minutes al .. 
located to food preparation by husbands' level of religious activity 
(RAe) . 
For this study, respondents were divided into three groups based 
on their level of rel igious activity . Forty men indicated they were 
inactive or not very dctive in the L.D.S. Church, 44 men were active, 
and 65 men we(e very acti ve. 
Food preparation \·Ias defined as "all tasks relating to the pre-
paration of food for ~eals, snacks, and future use, i nc ludi ng time 
spent setting the table and servi ng the food" (Appendix D) . 
There were no significant diffe rences in the amount of time spent 
in food preparation by the groups of husbands . Table 11 summarizes 
the data. 
The calculated F value for the analysis was .428 . The probab i lity 
of that F value occurr i ng by chance was . 6527 ; therefore the hypoth -
esis was rejected. There was not a statistically significant 
Table 11 
Mean Minu tes Per Day Spent in Food Preparation 
by Husbands' Level of Rel i gious Act i vi ty 
~1ean Minutes S. D. 
Inac t ive or not very active 
Act i ve 
Very active 
40 
44 
65 
4.5 
3 . 9 
5 . 4 
9.22 
7. 18 
9.50 
53 
Source 
Betl,een groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
Table 12 
Analysis of Variance of Husbands' Level of 
D.F . 
146 
148 
Religious Activity and Mean Minutes 
Per Day Spent in Food Preparation 
Sum of Squa res 
66.3304 
11315 . 2961 
11381 . 6270 
t1ean Squares 
33.1652 
77.5020 
Ratio 
0.428 
F Prob. 
0.6527 
en 
+> 
difference in food preparation time by level of reI igious activity 
(Table 12) . 
2. There will be a significant difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to dishwashing by husbands' RAC. 
Dishviashing \oJas defined as ""ashing and dl"ying dishe s , loading 
and unloading dishwasher or dish-drainer, after-meal cleanup of table, 
leftovel"s, kitchen equipment and refuse" (Appendix D) . 
Dishwashing was the household task in which respondents spent the 
least amount of time, an average of 2.2 minutes per day for all hus-
bands (Table 13). 
Table 13 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Dis hwashing by 
Husbands' Level of Religious Activity 
Mean Minutes S.D. 
Inactive or not very active 
Active 
Very active 
40 
44 
65 
3 . 0 
l.4 
2.2 
6.36 
3.94 
7 . 39 
There were no signifi cant differences in the mean minutes per day 
spent in dishwashing by the three groups of men . The calculated F 
value for the ANOVA was .713 with the probability of t hat value occu r-
ring by chance being .4918, \·,hich is substanti ally la rger than .05. 
The hypothesis was rejected (Table 14). 
3. There will be a significant difference in the mea n minutes 
alloca ted to housecleanlng by husbands' RAC . 
55 
Source 
Betwee n groups 
Wi thi n grou ps 
TOTAL 
Table 14 
Analysis of Var iance of Husbands' Level of 
D. F. 
146 
148 
Religious Activity and Mean Minutes 
Per Day Spent in Dishwashing 
Sum OC Squares t·iean Squares 
56.1084 28.0542 
5744. 1429 39.3434 
5800 . 2515 
Ratio 
0 . 713 
F Prob . 
0 .4918 
'" 
'" 
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Housecleaning was defined as "any regular or periodic cleaning of 
house and appliances, including such tasks as: mopping, vacuuming, 
sweeping, dusting, waxing, washing windows or walls, cleaning the 
refrigerator or freezer, mak ing beds, and putting rooms in order" 
(Appendix D) . 
Husbands spent an average of 2 . 8 minutes per day doing house-
cleaning activities. Table 15 implies a directional pattern between 
religious activity and housecleaning; the less religiously act i ve 
husbands \'Iere, the more time they spent in housecleaning tasks. Hovl -
ever , the minutes spent by all groups were so few that any conc 'ius i ons 
drawn would be oEaningiess. 
Table 15 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Housecleaning by 
Husbands' Level of Religious Activity 
Inactive or not very active 
Ac t i ve 
Very active 
N 
40 
44 
65 
t1ean ~1i nutes 
4.4 
3 . 2 
1.5 
S.D . 
21 . 63 
9. 49 
5. 57 
The F value calculated for the ANOVA was .657 and the F probabil-
ity was . 5201 , greater than .05. The hypothesis was rejected (Table 16) . 
4 . There will be a significant difference in the mean minutes al-
located to ma i ntenance of home, yard , car and pets by husbands' RAe. 
~1aintenance of home , yard, ca r and pets \;dS defined in four parts: 
"(1) any repair and upkeep of house , appliances, and furnishings , (2) 
daily and periodic care of outside areas , (3) maintenance and care of 
Source 
Between groups 
Within groups 
TOTAL 
Table 16 
Analysis of Variance of Husbands ' Level of 
D.F. 
146 
148 
Re1 igious Activity an d ~lean I~inutes 
Per Day Spent in Houseclean in g 
Sum of Squares 
216 . 7406 
24097 . 7194 
24314 .4590 
I~ean Squa res 
108 . 3703 
165.0529 
Ratio 
0.657 
F Prob. 
0.5201 
en 
co 
family motor vehicles, (4) feedi ng and care of house pets, in c luding 
trips to kennel or veterinarian " (Appe ndix D). 
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Despi te the fact that all respondents allocated most of their 
household Ivork time to th i s catego ry, an average of 38 . 3 minutes per 
day , no significant differences were found whe n comparing mean minutes 
spe nt in this task by husbands' level of religious activity (Table 17) . 
Table 17 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Maintenance 
of Home, Yard, Car and Pets by Husbands' 
Level of Religious Ac tivity 
Inac t ive or not very active 
Acti ve 
Very active 
N 
40 
44 
65 
~1ea n Mi nutes 
31.8 
46 . 4 
36 . 9 
S. o. 
50 . 38 
63.35 
73.22 
The calculated F value was .558 . The probability of that F 
value occurring by chance was .5735 , greater than .05; therefore, 
the hypothesis was rejected (Table 18). 
5. There will be a sign if·icant difference in the me an minutes 
allocated to phys i cal care of house hold members by husbands' RAC . 
Physical care of household membe rs was def ined as "all activities 
related to physical care of househol d members other than self, such 
as bathing, feedin g, dressing and other personal care; first a id or 
beds i de ca re; tak i ng househo I d members to doc t o r , dent i s t, ba rber" 
(Appendix 0) . 
Source 
_ .. _._--
8etl1een groups 
Iii th in gr oups 
TOTAL 
Table 18 
Analysis of Variance of Husbands' Level of Religious 
D.F. 
146 
148 
Activity and r1ean Minlltes Per Day Spent in 
Maintena nce of Home, Yard , Ca r and Pets 
SUI') of Squares 
4699 . 23 73 
614680.1797 
619379 . 4375 
r·1ean Squa res 
2349.6187 
4210.1382 
Ra tio 
0.558 
Prob. 
0 . 5735 
0'> 
C 
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Husbands' amount of time spent in physical care of household 
members increased as their le'tel of l'eligious activity increased, but 
not at a statistically significant level (Table 19). Very active L. D.S. 
husbands allocated twice as much time per day to the physical care of 
household members as did in acti ve or not very active t10rITIon husbands, 
but the calculated F value for all groups was 1.537 with a probability 
of .21 85, which indicates that the difference in t i me allocated to 
physical care of household members by level of religious act i vity was 
not statistically significant. The hypothesis was rejected (Table 20). 
Table 19 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Physical Care of 
Househo 1 d r·1embers by Husbands' Level 
of Religious Activity 
Inactive or not very active 
Active 
Very active 
N 
40 
44 
65 
~~ean I~i Ilutes 
7.0 
9.9 
14.5 
S.D. 
14.03 
20.70 
26 .55 
6. There will be a significant difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to non - physical care of household members by husbands' RAC . 
Non - physical care of household members was defined as "all 
act ivi ties related to the social and educational development of ho use-
hold members, such as playing with children, teaching, talking, help-
ing children with homework, reading aloud, chauffering and/or 
Source 
Between groups 
Within groups 
TOTAL 
Table 20 
Analys i s of Variance of Husbands' Level of Religious 
D. F. 
146 
148 
Activity and Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in 
Physical Care of Household I~enlbers 
Sum of Squares 
1499 .2827 
71219.7427 
72719.0234 
Mean Squa res 
749.6414 
487 .8065 
F Ra t i 0 
1.537 
F Prob. 
0 .2185 
en 
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accompanying children to social and e ducatio nal activit ies , attending 
funct i ons involving your child" (Appendix D) . 
Although respondents spent more time in non - physical care of 
hOllsehold members than they did in physical care of househo l d membe rs, 
there was not a stat i stically sign ificant dif f e rence in t ime al -
located to non-physical care of household members by husbands' l evel 
of religious activity (Table 21). The calculated F val ue Vias 1. 181 
Vlith a probability of . 3098. The hypothesis was rejected (Table 22). 
Table 21 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Non-physical Care 
of Household t1elllbers by Husbands ' l.eve 1 
of Rel ig i ous Act.iv ity 
Inactive or not very active 
Active 
Very act i ve 
40 
44 
65 
Mean Minutes 
10 .8 
19 .8 
15 . 9 
S. D. 
23.25 
32 .08 
25 . 17 
7. There will be a significant difference in the mean minu tes 
allocated to traditional and non-t r adi t i onal house ho l d wor k by 
husbands' R.~C. 
Traditional and non-traditional household work i ncl uded time spent 
in food prepa ration, dishwashing, houseclean in g, mai nten ance of home , 
yard, ca r and pets, and physical and non-phys i cal care of household 
membe r s . 
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Source 
Between g"oups 
Within groups 
TOTAL 
Table 22 
Analysis of Variance of Husbands' Level of Religious 
D. F. 
146 
148 
Activ i ty and Me an Minutes Per Day Spent in 
Non-phys ical Care of Household Members 
Sum of Squares 
1713.0442 
105869 .8457 
107582 .8906 
1·1ean Squa res 
856 5221 
725 .1 359 
Ratio 
1 . 181 
Prob . 
Q 3098 
en 
." 
65 
Those husbands who were active in the L.D.S. Church allocated 
more time to household Ivork than either inactive or not very active 
husba nds or very active husbands, but the differences betlveen the three 
gro ups were not statistically significant (Table 23). The calculated 
F val ue for t he ANOVA was .988 with a probability of .3748. The 
hypothesis Ivas rejected (Table 24). 
Table 23 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Tradit i onal and 
Non-traditional Household Work by Husbands' 
Level of Religious Activity 
Inac tive or not very active 
Act i ve 
Very active 
40 
44 
55 
Mean Minutes 
61.4 
84 
76.5 
S.D. 
62.72 
70.00 
86 . 65 
8 . There will be a sign ifi ca nt difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to social and recreat ional activities by husbands' RAC. 
Social and recreational activities were defined as "reading; 
watching TV; listening to music; 'going out'; participating in a 
sport , hobby or craft; taking a class for personal interest; talking 
or corresponding with friends or relatives ; physical activity for 
pleasure; entertaining at home or being entertai ned away from hODE; 
playing games, musical instruments, etc ." (Appendix D). 
The respondents averaged 223.7 minutes per day in soc i al and 
recreational activit i es, Ivi th a standard deviat i on of 127.55 
Source 
Between groups 
~,it h in grou ps 
TOTAL 
Table 24 
Anal ys i s of Variance of Husbands ' Level of Religious 
D.F. 
146 
148 
Act i vity and Mean ~1inu t es Per Day Spent i n 
Traditional and Non - traditional 
Household "ork 
Sum of Squares 
11432.6218 
844634 . 3906 
856067 .0000 
t1ean Squa res 
5716.3110 
5785.1670 
Rati 0 
0 . 988 
F Prob. 
Q 3748 
'" 
'" 
minutes per day (Table 25). Very active L.D.S. husbands spent about 
20 more minutes per day in social and recreational activities than 
did inactive or not very act i ve, or active husbands; however, no 
statistical ly significant PQtterns emerged. The calculated F va lue 
was .397 with a probability of .6727. Based on these statist ics , the 
hypothesis was rejec ted (Table 26). 
Tab le 25 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Social and 
Recreational Activities by Husbands' 
Level of Religious Activity 
Mean Minutes S.D. 
Inactive or not very active 
Active 
Very active 
40 
44 
65 
216.3 
214.7 
234.3 
110.75 
111.05 
147 . 18 
9. There will be a signlficant difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to organization participation by husbands' RAe . 
Organization participation was defined as "attendi ng and pa rtici-
pat ing in religious activities and services, c ivic and political 
organ izations , and other clubs and organizations" (Appendix D). 
As vias expec ted, there vias a statistically significant difference 
between husbands' level of religious activity and their organization 
partic i pation time, since the definition of organization partici-
pation included attendance and participation in religious act ivities 
(Table 27). 
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Sou rce 
Between groups 
Within groups 
TOTAL 
Table 26 
Analys i s of Variance of Husbands' Level of Religious 
D.F . 
146 
148 
Activity and Me an Minutes Pe r Day Spent i n 
Social and Recreat ional Activities 
SUI;] of Squares 
13040.2866 
2394866.5938 
2407907 .0000 
Nean Squares 
6520.1431 
16403.1953 
Ratio 
0 . 397 
F Prob. 
0.6727 
'" 00
Table 27 
Mean Minutes Per Day Spent in Organization 
Participation by Husbands' Level 
of Religious Activity 
Inactive or not very active 
Active 
Yery active 
N 
40 
44 
65 
Hean Hinutes 
6.7 
20 . 2 
89 .8 
S.D . 
16.65 
47 . 16 
108.20 
The average amount of time per day spent in organization partic i-
patio n by an respondents \"as 46.9 minutes with a standard deviat i on 
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of 85 .08 minutes. Since the organization part icipation time of very 
active L.D.S . husbands was nearly double the mean organization pa r t i c i-
pat ion time for all L.D.S. husbands, it might be safe to assume that 
the very active L.O.S . husbands in this study spent a large share of 
their ot'ganization participation time in church part i c i pation rather 
than in civic , political or club pa rticipati on . 
The calculated F value for the ANOYA was 18 . 401 \"lith a .000 
proba bility. The hypothesis was accepted (Tab l e 28 ) . 
Hypotheses 10-16 
Pearson's Prod uct Moment Correlation \"las used to analyze hypoth-
eses 10 through 16. These hypotheses stated a linear relat ionship 
between minutes per day spent in organization participation and min-
utes per day allocated to six household tasks and to all household 
Source 
Between groups 
Wi thi n groups 
TOTAL 
Table 28 
Analysis of Variance of Husbands' Level of Religious 
D. F. 
146 
148 
Activity and ~lean Minutes Per Day Spent in 
Organization Participation 
Sum of Squares 
215680 .8967 
855654 . 3506 
1071335.2500 
I·lean Squares 
107840.4453 
5860.6460 
F Rati 0 
18.401 
F Prob . 
0.0000 
..... 
o 
work. Organization participat ion time was used to relate reI igious 
involvement to hous eh old work time. 
There is little research whic h conside rs religion and household 
task pel"formance by males . For this reason, comparisons of this 
study' s findings and previ ous data are difficult . The results of 
hypot hes es 10 through 16 are summarized in Table 29 . 
10. There will be a negative re lat i onship between husband s' 
orga nizat ion partic i pation t i n-e (OPT) and the amount of til!le spent 
in food preparation. 
There was not a linear rela tionshi p between husbands' orga niza-
t i on pa r ticipation time (OPT) and the amount of t i me they spent in 
food preparat i on. The Pearson's r wa s .07447 with a s i gnificance 
leve l of .1 8335. Therefore, the hypothes is wa s rejec te d. 
11. There wi ll be a negative relationship between hu sband s ' OPT 
and the amount of time spent in dishwashing. 
A li near relationsh ip between husbands ' OPT an d the amount of 
time they allocated to dishwashing wa s not establ ished. The Pearson's 
r was . 11082 with a significance level of .08924. The hypothesis wa s 
rejected . 
12 . The re Vl ill be a negat ive relationship betlveen husbands' OPT 
and the amo un t of time spent in ho usecl ea nin g. 
The hypothesis I'las rejected because there ~Ias not a 1 inear 
re l ations hip between husbands' OPT and the amount of their time 
alloca te d to housecleaning . The Pearson's r for these two variables 
Vias -. 00987 with a significance le vel of ,45 247. 
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13. There will be a negative relationship between husbands' OPT 
and the amount of t i me spent in maintenance of home, yard, car and 
pets. 
The linear relationship between husbands' OPT and the amo unt 
of time they allocated to maintenance of home, yard, car and pets 
72 
was significant, but weak. The Pearson's r was -.20723, indicating a 
weak relationship. The level of significance for this relationship 
was . 00561 which is less than .05 and thus significant . The hypothesis 
\'Ias accepted. 
Niller (1979) used this same Utah sample in her research, but 
included all men who l i sted a religion dnd grou ped them as either 
inactive or active in their religion. USlng an attitude question-
naire, not tinE use data, she found that husbands who conS idered 
themselves to be active in a religion Vlere significantly more tradi-
tional in their household task perforrNnce than those who were inactive 
in a r·eligion. Since maintenance of home, yard, car and pets is a 
traditionally male household task, it's interest in g that the husbands 
in this study would increase a trad itional ly male household task as 
they decreased their religious activity . This fi nding conflicts with 
Miller's conclusions. However, given only 24 hours in a day, it Vlould 
be difficult for men to allocate time to both organizat ion partic i pation 
and traditionally male household tasks, eve n though they may desire to 
do so. Also, organlzation partiCipation in this study included 
participation in organizations other than ch urch. Consequently, any 
conclusi ons dral-/Il fl'Oln the discrepancies between l1i ller's 1979 data 
and the current study should be dra Vin cautiously. 
14 . There will be a negative relationsh i p between husbands' OPT 
and the amount of time spent in physical care of household members. 
There was not a linear relationship between husba nds' OPT and 
the amount of time they allocated to physical care of household 
members. The Pearson's r Ivas -.01142 at a significance level of 
.44505. The hypothesis was rejected. 
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15. There will be a negative rela t ion ship between husbands' OPT 
and the amount of time spent in non-physical care of household members. 
There was not a linear relat ionship between husbands' OPT and 
the time they spent in non-physical care of household members . The 
Pearson 's r was .04905 at a significance level of .27626 . Therefore 
the hypothesis was rejected. 
16. There will be a negative relationship between husbands ' OPT 
and the amount of time spe nt in traditional and non-traditional house -
hold work . 
As was hypothesized, a negative relationsh i p between husbands ' 
OPT and the amount of tilT'e they allocated to all household Ivork 
emerged. The Pearson's r was -. 14616 with a s ignificance level of 
.03765, establishing a weak but sta tistically significant relation-
sh i p. The hypothesis was accepted. 
These findings differ from Nye's 1976 questionna i re research in 
which he found a positive and statistically sign i ficant relati onship 
between husbands' househo 1 d tas k performance and the i r re 1 i gi ous 
partiCipation . Nye found that husba nds' househol d work increased as 
their rel igious participation increased, suggesting that husbands in 
Nye's research were schedul in g time for both rel igious partiCipat ion 
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Table 29 
SUmnJary of Correlation Statistics for Relationships 
Between Organization PartiCipation Time and 
Househo 1 d I'/ork Ti me 
Signifi cance 
Pearson's r Leve 1 * 
Food prep aration 
.07447 
.18335 
Dishwashin g 
.11082 
.08924 
Housecleaning 
- .0098 7 
.45247 
Maintenance of home. yard, 
-.20723 
.00561 car and pets 
Physical ca re of house-
-. 01142 
.44505 ho 1 d members 
Non-physical ca re of 
. 04 905 
. 27626 househ old members 
TOTAL household Y/ork 
- .14616 
.03765 
*alpha = . 05 
and household task performance. HoY/ever, because Nye's re sea rch Y/as 
bas ed on questionnaire data, i t ' s diff i cult to compare it Y/ith the 
curre nt study . Another possib le expl anation for the discrepancy be -
t,Jeen the current research and Nye ' s 19 76 study may be t he fact that, 
in this study, orga niz at i on part i cipa tion included other activities 
bes ide s religio us participation. 
Further Analysis 
In an effort to better understand \~hich var i able or comb i nation 
of variables had the greatest effect on the amount of time res pondents 
allocated to all household work, a multiple regression analysis was 
completed. Eight independent variables vlere considered, first, fo r 
household work tinE r.leasured on a vleekend day, and then reconsidered 
for household vlork time measured on a weekday . The eigh t indepe ndent 
variables in cluded age of younger child, l evel of religious activity, 
wife's hours of paid employment, husband's hours of paid employment, 
husband's social and recreational time , husband ' s organization 
partiCipation time , annual household income, and whether the respond-
ents were from a rural or urban area of t he state. Dummy vari ab les 
were created for the three categorical variables considered , annual 
household income, level of relig ious activity, and ru ral or urban 
residence . 
The level of significance for the analyses was set at .05. 
No statistically significant findings ellErged from ei the r multiple 
regression analysis. 
Variance in husbands' household ./ork time on Vleekend days 
expl ained in the regression analysis ranged from 11% with a standard 
error of 101 . 30%, to 28~ Vlith a standard erro r of 96 . 21%. A combi-
nation of four independent variables accounted fo r 28% of the 
vari ance in total household work time by husbands on Vleekend days. 
The four variabl es included level of reli gious act ivi ty , husba nd's 
soc i al and recreatiorlal time, husband's hours of paid employme nt, 
and Vlhether respondents were from a rural or urban area of the state. 
Although these f i ndings seem logical, in that mo st hu sba nds ' 
hours of paid ernployment might decrease on a Vleekend, makin g mo re 
tir.le available for, in this case , social and recreational act iviti es , 
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the explanation of varian ce by the combination of the four varia bles 
ment ioned abo ve , was not statistically significant . The calculated F 
value was 1.96172 , but the critical F value wa s 2.62 (see Table 30). 
Var iance in husbands ' house hold work time on weekdays explained 
by t he regress i on analysis ranged from .01 % with a standard error of 
93% , to 20% with a s tanda rd er ror of 90%. The amount of va ri ance in 
husband s' household work t ime on \·/eekdays was difficult to account for 
using a multiple regressio n analys is. All eight variabl es under con-
sideration comb ined to explain 20% of the variance in the depende nt 
var iable. It was difficult to recognize any variable or combination 
of var i ab les which accounted for a subs tanti a l portion of the 20% 
of variance explained by the mult i ple reg ression analysis. On week-
days, variations in husbands ' household work time were not signifi-
cantly explained by the eight var iab les considered in the analysis . 
The calculated F value was 1.45194, but t he critical F value was 
1.75 (see Table 31). 
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Analysis of Variance O.t . 
RegreSSion 
Residual 25 
Multiple R R Squa re 
0.53084 0.28179 
*alpha .05 
Tabl e 30 
Multiple Regression Analysis fo r Husbands' 
Househol d 1·lork Time on Weekend Days 
Sum of Squares r·1ean Square 
90798 .477 68 18159.69554 
231~25. 71586 9257 .02863 
Adjusted R Square Standard Error 
0.13814 96 . 21345 
F'k 
1.96172 
Critical 
2 .62 
...... 
...... 
Analysis of Variance D. F. 
RegresslOn 
Residual 
Multiple R 
._--
0 . 44493 
*a 1 pha = .05 
17 
100 
R Squa re 
0 . 19797 
Table 31 
Multiple Regression Analysis for Husbands' 
Household 140rk Time on 14eekdays 
Sum of Squa res ~lea n Sq ua re 
199460.34510 11732.99089 
308090.34982 8080 . 90350 
Adjusted R Square Standard Error 
0.06162 89.89387 
F* 
1.45194 
Critical 
1. 75 
..... 
00 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the current st udy wa s to analyze 149 Utah L.D.S . 
husband /fathers ' ti me spent in var i ous activi t i es by thei r pe r ce ive d 
level of relig i ous activity, and to relate their organizat i on partic i -
pat ion time to their household work time. 
79 
The philosophy of the L.D.S. Church strongly suggests that active , 
married, ma l e members' first respo nsibility is to their homes and 
fami 1 i es (Tanner, 1973). It was assumed that self-pe l"cept i ons of 
increased religious activity implied increas ed adherence to L.D.S. 
philosophy and consequently, a hi gh level of religious activity \~ould 
indicate increased involvement i n home and family activities. 
Analysis of variance was used to analyze the differences in mean 
nMn utes per day spe nt in various tasks by husbands' l eve l of rel i gious 
activity . Husbands were divided into three gro ups according t o the i r 
perceived level of act i vity in the t~ormon Church; "ina c tive or not 
very active," I'ac tive, " and livery active,1! 
There were no significant differe nces in the amounts of ti me 
husba nds allocated to food preparation, dish\~ashing, housecleaning, 
maintenance of home, yard , car and pets, physical care of household 
members, non -physical care of house hold membe r s, all household work or 
social and recreational activitles, by their level of rel i gio us activ i ty. 
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There was a significant difference in the amount of time husbands 
allocated to organization participation by their level of religious 
activ ity . Organization participation was a classification of time use 
which included participation in religious activities. As was hypoth-
esized, husbands' time allocated to this activity increased signifi-
can tly as their perceived level of religious activity increased . 
The Pearson's Product ~loll'ent Correlation Coefficient was used to 
analyze husbands' minutes per day spent in ol'ganization participation 
and their minutes per day spent 1n var10US household tasks and in all 
household work. It was assumed that organization participation time 
would reflect husbands' time spent in l'eligious activities. Very 
active L.D.S. husbands averaged approximately twice as much time in 
ol'ganization participat ion as did all respondents. 
It \~as hypothesized that time spent 1n organization partici-
pation would be negatively related to time spent in household work, 
which suggesLed that L.D .S. hUSbands who were active in religious 
funct ions vlOuld be unavailable to fulfill their horne and family 
responsibilities, since there are only 24 hours in a day. 
There "'ere no significant relationships bet"een husbands ' organi-
zation participation time and the time they allocated to food prepa ra-
tion, dish\~ashing, housecleaning , physical care of household members, 
or non-physical care of household members . There \~ere Vleak, negative, 
Significant relationships between husbands' organization participation 
time and time allocated to maintenance of horne, yard, car and pets, 
and to total household work . These results suggest that as husbands 
decreased theil' ol'ganization partic i pation time they increased their 
time allocated to maintenance of home, yard, ca r and pets, and to 
all household wo rk (see Tab le 32). 
Implications 
Although only three stat i st ically significant finding s emerged 
from the current study , several implications can be suggested. 
It's difficult to knoVi how reli gious act ivity Vias perceived by 
the res pondents . When subject s ma l'ked themselves as very act i ve, 
they may have in te rpreted t hat to mean acceptance of rel igious 
ideology, increased participation in church act ivities, or both. It 
lVas ass umed that increased act i vity in the L.D .S. rel i gion wou l d 
incl ude increased adhe rence to the Mormon i deology, vlhich strongly 
advocates an act ive role for husband/fathers i n home and fami ly 
obligations . 
The study ' s f i rst signlficant finding was that increased act ivity 
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in t he L. D. S. Church Vias related to increased organ ization part ici pation, 
IVh ich inc luded attendance and pa rticipation in relig ious acti vi ties . 
This suggested that respondents perceived their level of religious 
act ivity as involving increased t ime spent in religious services and 
functions . 
The suggestion that each respondent may have perce ived religious 
ac t iv ity differently than every other respondent implies that each 
respondent may also pe rcei ve hi s religious ideology differently from 
other members of hi s church . Diffe rin g interpre tations and pe rcep-
tions of L.D. S. philosophy may greatly affect the lVays in Vlhich 
L.D.S. members allocate t heir time . To some, home and family 
.... 
Table 32 
Summa ry of Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 
1. There \vill be a significant 
difference in the mean mi nutes 
allocated to food preparation 
by husbands' level of rel igious 
activity (RAe). 
2. There will be a significant 
di fference in the mean mi nutes 
allocated to dishwashing by 
husbands' RAe. 
3. The re l'Iill be a significant 
diffe rence in the mean minutes 
allocated to housecleaning by 
husbands' RAe. 
4. There will be a significant 
difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to maintenance of 
home, yard , car and pets by 
husbands' RAe. 
Statistical 
Treatment 
ANOVA 
MOVA 
ANO VA 
ANOVA 
Findings 
Rejected 
F = .428 
sig. @ 
.6527 
Rejected 
F = . 713 
si g. @ 
.491 8 
Rejected 
F = .657 
si g. @ 
.5201 
Rejected 
F = .558 
s i g. @ 
.5735 
co 
N 
Table 32 
Continued 
Hypothes i s 
5 . There will be a significant 
di ffe r ence in the n~an minutes 
allocated to physical care of 
household members by husbands' 
RIIC. 
6 . There will be a significant 
di fference in the mean mi nutes 
allocated to non - physical care 
of household members by hus-
bands' R,~C. 
7. There will be a Significant 
di fference in the mean mi nutes 
allocated to trad itional and 
non-tradi t ional household work 
by husbands' RAC . 
8. There will be a significant 
difference in the mean minutes 
allocated to social and recrea-
tional activities by husbands ' 
RAC. 
Statistical 
Treatment 
ANOVA 
ANOVA 
ANOVA 
ANOVA 
Findings 
Rej ec ted 
F = 1.537 
s ig . @ 
.2185 
Rejected 
F = l.181 
si g . @ 
.3098 
Rejected 
F = .988 
s i g. @ 
.3748 
Rejected 
F = .397 
sig. @ 
. 6727 
00 
w 
Table 32 
Continued 
Hypothes i s 
9 . There vlill be a s i gnificant 
di ffer'ence in the mean mi nutes 
allocated to organization 
participation by husbands' 
RAC . 
10. There will be a negative 
relationship between husbands' 
organization part i cipation 
time (OPT) and the amount of 
time spent in food preparation. 
11. There Ivi 11 be a negative 
rel at ionship between husbands' 
OPT and the amount of time 
spent in dishwashing . 
12. There wi ll be a negative 
relat ionshi p between husbands ' 
OPT and the amount of time 
spent in hous ec leanin g. 
St~tistical 
Treatment 
ANOVA 
Corre 1 at i on 
Correlation 
Co rre lation 
Find in gs 
Accepted 
F ~ 18.401 
sig . @ 
.000 
Rejected 
r ~ .07447 
sig. @ 
. 18335 
Rejected 
r ~ . 11082 
si g . @ 
.08924 
Rej ected 
r ; - . 00987 
s i g . @ 
.45247 
00 
.". 
Hypothes i s 
13. There "Iill be a negative 
relationship between husbands' 
OPT and the amount of time 
spent i n mai ntenance of home, 
yard, car and pets . 
14 . There will be a negative 
re lat i on ship between husbands' 
OPT and the amo un t of t ime 
spent in physical ca re of 
househol d membel's. 
15 . There will be a ne~ative 
relationship betwe~n husbands' 
OPT and th e amount of time 
spent in non-physical care 
of household members. 
16 . There will be a negative 
rel at i onsh i p between husbands' 
OPT and the amount of time 
spent i n traditional and non -
traditional household work . 
Table 32 
Continued 
Stat is t i ca 1 
Trea tment 
Correlation 
Correlation 
Correlation 
Cor relation 
Findings 
Accepted 
r =-.20723 
s i g . @ 
.00561 
Rejected 
r = -. 01 142 
s i g . @ 
. 44505 
Rejected 
r = . 04905 
s i g . @ 
.27626 
Accepted 
r = - . 14616 
si g. @ 
.03765 
co 
en 
responsibil ities may be defined as provid in g adequate financial 
resources for one's spouse and child ren; while to others , it may mean 
literal assumption of household tasks and one-on-one involvement with 
family members. It may also mean representing the family in chu rch 
activit ies and us ing the t irr~ left over to help at home . 
It's diffi cult to understand individual perceptions and how 
they influence one's self-expectations , as well as their effect on 
what one thi nk s others expect of him or her. 
A person's awareness of her or his ... experience is 
very complex and subject to many variables and incon-
sistenc ies . Since perceptions are based on each individ-
ual 's personal experiences and his or her inte rp re-
tation of these experiences, the potential for disagree-
ment and confusion is great (Halas & Matteson, 1978, 
p . 121). 
The manner in which respondents perce ived what was expected of 
them as husband/fathel's, based on ~lormon ideology, could have varied 
fro m indivi dual to individual. Paolucci, Hall and Axinn (1977, p. 77) 
suggest, 
Role expectations differ from pe rson to person and from 
family to family. Some expectations stem from social 
agreement . Some are culturally asc ribed patterns of 
behavio r. Normative standards may differ from the 
individual's role concept--what the person considers to 
be appropria te behavior in a pa r ticular s i tuation . The 
role concept may differ from actual behavior. Role 
acceptance, then depends on whether one is pleased to 
do what i s expected, is indifferent, or is resentful. 
This suggests that although L.O.S. mEn a;-e being encouraged by their 
religious leaders to set home and family responsibilities as their 
number-one priority, the interpretat ions of this policy may be as 
varied as are individual members of the L.D.S. Church. 
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The second and third s i gnifica nt findings were closely related. 
There Vias an increase in time allocated to maintenance of home , yard , 
car and pets, and to all hou sehol d Ivork as organization participat i on 
time decreased. These findings probably reflect one another as about 
half of respondents' total household vlork time went to maintenance of 
home, yard, car and pets , 38 . 3 of 74 3 minutes . 
These findings could sugges t two things. It is possible that 
L.D.S. philosophy create s somevlhat of a double-bind for its male 
members . They are asked to establ ish home and family responsibilities 
as their first pr iority, and yet very active male members, in this 
study, seemed to interpret in creased religiou s activity as increased 
activ ity in organization participat ion which included religious 
part i cipation. Since there are only 24 hours in a day, it makes 
sense that as l.D.S. men decrease time spent in one a r ea , they can 
increase time spent in another area. 
These f indings might suggest that the very acti ve me n in th i s 
study were being asked by the 'i r rel i gious leaders to do the impos -
sible : to be in two places at the same time. The Mormon ideo logy 
advocates an active home life for its men , vlhile at the same time, the 
I~ormon reality has very active L.D.S. men a ll ocating large amounts of 
t i me to organization partiCipat i on , like l y church serv i ces and func -
tions . 
The L. D. S . Church does not have a paid cle rgy, but relies on its 
membe rshi p to co ndu ct its business and to maintain its operation 
(Cahill, 1982). Fo,' this reaso n, very active L. D.S . members are 
li kely to devote time to the functioning of their church . It may be 
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that the L.D .S . men in this study desired to fulfill their home and 
family responsibilities, but there just weren't enough hours in the 
day. Although very active L.D.S. men may not in terpret an active 
home life to mean participation in household work and care of family 
members, it is still difficult for them to be in two places at the 
same time. 
One other conclusion which might be drawn from the second and 
third significant findings is that if L.D.S. men allocate time to 
household work, they are likely to allocate it to trad i tionally male 
household tasks, 1n this case, maintenance of home, yard , car and 
pets. In general, it has been found that when men allocate time to 
household work, they spend it in traditionally male housework tasks . 
In this way, L.D.S. respondents did not differ from men in general. 
Both the second and third significant relationships were weak, 
making it di ff i cul t to draw any definite conclusions. HO~lever', there 
is some suggestion that the men in this study were willing to increase 
their household \,ork time when thei r organization participation time 
decreased . 
There were four limitations in the current study \,hich became 
eV1dent as data were analyzed and discussed . 
Family Size 
[n order for Utah to participate 1n the ele ven - state time use 
study (~. 30), data collection had to be consistent with the methods 
used in the other ten states. Two-parent/two-child households were 
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determined to be representative of families nationally, Therefore, 
two-parent/tl,o-child households were used in the Utah study, 
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The average household s ize in Utah is 3.20 persons; the average 
fami ly size in Utah is 3.67 persons (U.S. Bureau of The Census, 1980b) ; 
and the average L.D.S. family size in Utah is 4.6 persons (~lims, 1982). 
Utah's birthrate is nearly twice the national average, mak in g i t 
unique among states , The crude birthrate for the nation, as of the 
1980 Census, was 15, births per 1,000 women of childbearing age; 
while the crude birthrate for Utah, as of the 1980 Census, was 29 ,7 
births per '1,000 women of childbearing age (U .S, Bureau of The Census , 
1980a) . Th e di screpancy between the national birthrate and Utah's 
birthrate is conmonly attr ibuted to the fact that the majority of 
Utah's population is ,'1ormon and the Mormon Church has tl'aditionally 
emphasi zed la rge families, 
Since the current study dealt only with L.D,S. households in 
Utah, studying only four-p erso n households was a limitation. 
Altho ugh the study may have compensated for this 1 imitation in that 
households cons i sted of two parents and two children "at the time of 
the study," it is diffic ul t to know for sure whe ther or not pare nts 
had limited theil' families to two children only , whether there were 
only t wo childl'en still livi ng at home at the time of the study, or 
whether Illore chi ldren have bee n bo rn into the Y'espondents' house-
holds since the study was conducted . 
Qrgan izati on Part i c i pation Time 
The definition of organizat i on partici pat ion as a possible clas -
sification of time use included "at tending and participating in 
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religious activities and services, civic and political organizations, 
and other clubs and organizations." Since the definition included 
act ivities other than relig i ous activities, mean minutes per day spent 
in organization participation may not have been truly representative 
of religious participation. Even though very active L.D.S. men 
averaged nearly tl,ice as much tirre in organization participation as 
did all respondents, organ ization part ici pation cannot be equated with 
religious participation. 
Non -p hysical Care of Household Members 
Some respondents may have included time allocated to the non-
physical care of household membe rs in their social and recreational 
activity time, or vice versa . Although the definition of social and 
recreational activities instructed respondents to include social and 
rec reational involvement with their own children in time allocated to 
non - physical care of household members, it is difficult to know 
whether or not respondents followed the guidelines. 
Confusing the min utes allocated to these two activities most 
likely would not significantly alter the study findings, but there is 
the possibili ty that at least some time allocated to soci al and 
recreational ac tivities by respondents could have been spent in non-
physical care of household members . 
Rel igi ous Activi ty 
Respondents' perceptions of religious activity have already been 
discussed in other sections of this thesis, but it is important to 
clar ify the l i mitations which varyi ng perceptions of rel i gious activi-
ty may have imposed on the study . 
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Since religious activity was not defined for the respondents, 
they \'Iere free to define it as they wished. Perhaps the word, "activ-
ity" implied some sort of literal action, with regard to religion, 
rather than a reference to religious attitudes or life style. It's 
difficult to know without ask ing each respondent. 
Perhaps a question ask ing, "Ho~1 religious are you?" mi ght have 
been a bette r ind i cator of respondents' religiosity level. It is 
possible that deeply religious people do not attend religious 
services, and that people who are not very religious attend regularly. 
It was assumed that very active L.D.S. men \vould adhere closely to 
the L.D.S. philosophy regarding home and fa mily responsibilities, as 
well as participate in religious serv ice s and functions , more than 
either inactive or not very active L.D . S. lIlen, or active L.D.S. men. 
Although very active respondents did part icipate in organ izat ions to 
a greater degree than either of the other groups of me n, increased 
amounts of home and family ~Iork time by level of religious act ivity 
were not obvious . Perhaps a clear definition of religious activity 
would have altered these results . 
Recomme ndation s 
Based on the findings of the current study , it is recommended 
that similar studies be conducted, which exami ne religiosity and 
me n's household work time. It is possible that religiosity affects 
the time \'Ihicll men allocate to household \vork . 
It might prove effective in future research to include question-
naires which investigate husbands' perceptions of their religious 
ideologies and their self -expectat ions regarding those ideologies . 
If the 1 imitations of the current study were el iminated, the 
findings might adhere more closely to the stated hypotheses . It is 
possible that a random sample of all L.D . S. households, regardless 
of fami ly size or state or residence , and more concise definitions of 
"organization participation," "social and recreational activities , " 
and "religious activity" would alter some of the current research 
fi ndi ngs. 
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~ppendix C 
Church Affiliation and 
Activity Questionnaire 
III 
Househo 1 d Code ________ _ 
Na~ ____ . _________ _ 
1. Do you belong to a church' 
2. If yes, which church do you belong to? 
3. About how active are you? 
__ inacti ve or not very act i ve 
__ active 
__ very act i ve 
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Appendix 0 
Definitions of Activities 
FOOD 
HOUSE 
ACTIVITY DICTIONARY 
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 
Use-of-time Research Project 
Definitions of Activities 
1. Food Preparation 
All tasks relating to the preparation of food for meals, 
snacks , and future use. 
In c't ude tirce spe nt setting the table and serving the 
food. 
2. Dishwashing 
In addition to l'/ashin g and drying dishes, loading and 
unloading dishwasher or dishdrainer. 
Include after-meal cleanup of table, leftovers, kitchen 
equipment and refuse. 
3. Housecleaning 
Any regular or periodic cleaning of house and appliances, 
including such tasks as: 
Moppin g, vacuuming, sweeping, dusting, waxing 
Washing windows or walls 
Cleaning the oven; defrosting and cleaning the refrig-
erator or freezer 
Making beds and putting rooms in order 
4. Maintenance of Home, Yard, Car and Pets 
Any repair and upkeep of home, appliances, and furnishings 
such as : 
Painting , papering, redecorating, carpentry 
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Repairing equipment, plumbing, furniture 
Putting up storm windolVs or screens 
Taking out garbage and trash 
Care of houseplants, flower arrang in g 
Da i ly and periodic care of outside areas such as: 
Yard, garden 
Sidewalks, driveways, patios , outside porches 
Garage, tool shed, othe r outside areas 
S\vio.lling pool 
Maintenance and care of family motor vehicles (car, truck, 
van, motorcycle, snowmob ile, boat) 
Wa shin g, waxing 
Changing oil, rotating tires and other maintenance 
and repal r \vork 
Taking motOI" vehicle to service station, garage, or 
ca r .iash 
Feeding and care of house pets " Also include trips to 
kennel or ve terinar ian. 
HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS 
5. Physlcal Ca re 
All activities related to physical care of household membel"s 
other than self such as: 
8athing, fe eding, dressing and other personal care 
Fi rst aid or bedside care 
Ta king household membe rs to doctor, dentist, barber 
6. Non-physical Care 
NONWORK 
All activities re lated to the social and educat i onal develop-
ment of household members such as : 
Playing with child ren 
Teaching, talking, helpi ng children with homework 
Readin g a loud 
Chauffering and/or accompanying children to social and 
educational activities 
Attending funct i ons involving your child 
7. Organization Participation 
Attending and participat in g in: 
Religious activities and se rvices 
liS 
Civic and political organizations 
Other clubs and organ i zations 
8. Social and Recreational Activities 
Reading (other than required for school or work) 
Watching TV 
Listening to radio, stereo, etc. 
"Go i ng out" to movies, car sho~Js, museums, sporting 
events, concerts, etc. 
Participating in any sport, hobby or craft 
Taking a class or lesson for personal interest 
Walking, cycling, boating, "taking a ride , " training 
animals 
Talking with friends or relatives, either in person or 
by telephone 
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Entertaining at home or being entertained away from home 
Writing letters, or cards to friends, relatives 
Playing games, musi cal instruments , etc . (If adult is 
playing wlth child include such activities under non-
physical care.) 
